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Abstract
Using a distributed healthcare application, doctors can diagnose and treat patients
based not only on the limited information available to them at that time but also
based on each patient's entire medical history. An electronic patient record is at the
core of such a system. Nlaking such a record available via a distributed system means
that even if a patient requires emergency care in a remote location and is unconscious

the patient's information will be available so that healthcare personnel can offer the
best possible treatment.
The motivation for the use of a distributed electronic patient record is the current complexity of maintaining and accessing patient records and other medical information
resources scattered across many locations in an unstructured manner. This results in
the inefficient use of both healthcare facilities and personnel as well as, sometimes,
leading to sub-optimal care. Changing from paper to electronic media offers the potential to avoid these inefficiencies as well as improving overall healthcare. Doing
so, however, is a complex and potentially life-critical process. The patient's record's
confidentiality should not be compromised; and the right mapping of the patient to
patient's medical records must be guaranteed. This makes a formal specification of
any such electronic patient record essential to guarantee that ihere is no information
Ioss (relative to existing systems) that could endanger patients. Current implementations of electronic patient record systems seem generally well-designed and organized
but lack a formal speciflcation of their underlying operations. These implementations
have not been verified mathematically and therefore are relatively untrustworthy in
the eyes of many practitioners. Since the healthcare domain is safety-critical, we
should not rely on human intuition in the development of such systems.Thus, the
goal of this research is to present a formal specification of an electronic patient record
and how it interfaces to the software that uses it in an integrated distributed healthcare system. This research provides a good case study for learning and transferring
skills in formal software design. The lessons learned from applying formal methods
also directly benefits developers producing such systems.
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Chapter

1

Introduction
"Cornputers are magnificent tools

for the realization of our dreams, but

no mach'ine can replace the human spark of sp'irtt, compass'ion, loue, and
understand'ing."

- Loui,s Gerstner

iVlost present health care systems employ the traditional method for maintaining

patient records using paper and pen. Paper has been an effective and simple medium

for recording interactions between patients and their doctors and other health care
workers. Paper allows the doctor to write down patient information and his/her views
easily in a format the doctor is comfortable with [Po9 ]. The use of paper also gives
the doctor more freedom to express his/her views more conveniently than with existing
computer systems. Paper also supports reasonable portability as it can be carried with

the patient from one health care practitioner to another. The problems with paper-

many. The impact of losing a patient's paper record
is severe. For example, important information about the patient may be missing
during his next interaction with another doctor. Paper also suffers from being illegible
at times, is often poorly formatted, and relatively cumbersome to deal with [Di97].
based systems are, however,

Finally,

it

is not a convenient format to distribute quickly, on-demand.

One serious drawback of paper-based systems is
amenable

that they are unstructured and not

to electronic access. Hence, maintaining fiÌes of records and retrieving the

contents of such records are sometimes difficult tasks. Since a patient's history should
be reviewed before recommending any treatment or medication, patient r-ecords must
be available prior to treatment. Further, doctors should be able to retrieve information

1
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about a patient from remote locations.
Computers were first introduced into the health care system to improve administrative
practices rather than to improve patient care [Lug6]. Clinical computing, as compared

to administrative computing, is centered on the patients [Ha9a]. Computers, which
have made marked impacts almost everywhere in modern life, have affected the doc-

umentation of clinical care very little [Lu96]. There are clear benefits to be gained by
exploiting computer-based automation in providing an integrated healthcare service,
and at the core of this is the electronic patient records system.

An electronic patient record contains the patient's medical history, giving comprehensive information about the patient. Electronic medical records attempt to transfer the
information about a patient that is currently maintained on paper (and other media
such as x-ray film) to a computer. Patient records are "a place where we store every-

thing we need to know about a patient and where we keep this information forever so
we can do a great job of delivering care" [Sa94].

Current electronic medical record systems [8i95, Ku99, NA99] contain such informa-

tion as the patient's history, family histor¡ past diagnoses, test results, known allergies, immunization facts, health and psychological problems, medications prescribed

and responses to treatments, etc. An electronic medical record may also include in-

formation about instances of hospitalization for the patient, extra services the patient
received, the amount that was spent when the patient was treated and details of the

patient's interactions with other health care professionals such as pharmacists. In the
future, electronic medical records may also include such things as online imagery (e.g.,
X-rays) and video (".g., u telemedicine session or a functionat NIRI record) [N499].

1.1 Motivation
An integrated distributed health care system enables a patient to get all aspects of
medical care from a single system, regardless of location.

In

such systems, wide

ranges of services are supported including: emergency care, inpatient hospitalization,

outpatient follow-up ca¡e and rehabilitation) as well as ongoing health education and
outreach services. Further, patient documentation resulting from all such services is
maintained in the patient's electronic medical record, which is subsequently available
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to alÌ service providers. By integrating patient information from different sources in
this way, both operationaì cost effectiveness and improved health care delivery can be
achieved.

There are a number of challenges to be overcome before electronic medical records (and

the integrated health care systems they will support) can be accepted in the medical
community and by the public at large. These challenges include both technical and
perception issues.
One of the biggest technical problems in computerized data management is incom-

patibility between heterogeneous information systems. Database systems that

are

developed using different DBMSs are classified as heterogeneous databases. Such
databases are common

in healthcare systems

noìM and

will undoubtedly be a part of

anv fully integrated healthcare system. Heterogeneous databases pose real problems

for integrating and retrieving patient records since the structure and content of pa-

tient records from different, existing service providers (e.g. pharmacy vs. hospital
records) are not uniform. Because accessing these records requires only electronic
authorization, the security and privacy of the records could also be compromised.
Other technological problems include the need to reliably interconnect all health service providers and issues of high-availability related to both medical data and service
provider interconnection. While these are important problems they are not the focus

of this thesis.

An even greater challenge in the conversion from paper to electronic medical records
is one of perception by the medical community and the public generally. There is a
good deal of distrust of many computerized systems outside the Computer Science
and Engineering communities. This has arisen, primarily, due to inaccuracies in the
design and implementation of past systems, which have lead to serious operational

flaws. This is particularly problematic for large-scale systems where the complexity
is high and in life-critical systems where there is no margin for error.

The public's lack of trust may be at least partially addressed by the use of formal
design techniques. For example, formal specifications can be used during the media

to electronic ones to guarantee that there is no
thus providing assurance that the new system will, at least, be no

change from paper medical records

information loss

worse than the old one. Although existing implementations of computerized medical
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systems may seem weÌl-designed they lack a formal speciflcation of their underlying

operations and their implementations have not been formally verified. Since the
healthcare domain is safety-critical, we cannot rely on human intuition alone in the
deveÌopment of such systems. The goal of this research is therefore to present a formal

specification of an electronic patient record and how

will

use

L.2

it in an integrated distributed

it

interfaces to the software that

healthcare system.

Problem Definition

To investigate the application of formal specifications to electronic patient record
systems, three things are done:

1. determine what information should be included in
those records

a patient record ancl where/how

will be used in an integrated distributed health care system,

2. formally model the design of those aspects of a health care system that clirectly
impact electronic patient records and use tools to illustrate the correctness of
the model developed, and

3. implement certain parts of an integrated health care system (a subset of those
that will interface with electronic patient records) to show that the formal model
is, in fact, useful in developing such applications.
Significant work must be done to accurately assess what information should be con-

tained in an electronic patient record and how such records would be used

in

an

integrated distributed healthcare system (this is requirements gathering). An electronic patient record should certainly include the contents of all existing, paper-based
systems but must also be expanded to include information necessary to support such

records' use in an integrated distributed healthcare system. Note also that an elec-

tronic patient record will eventually contain information relevant to all users of an
integrated healthcare system (doctors, pharmacists, physiotherapists, health insurance providers, etc.). To assess the needed additions to electronic patient records for

such an integrated healthcare system, their use in such a system must be carefully
considered. To do this also requires an assumed model/architecture for an integrated
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distributed healthcare system. (Such an architecture is proposed in the following sec-

tion.) Electronic patient records will be used by many parts of an integrated healthcare system and the processing performed on them by each part of the integrated
system will have to be specifled. Systems that will use electronic patient records
include (among many others):

o Patient

system flow,

o Health care resource management,
Patient care and treatment, and

o Billing for health care resources utilization.

1.3 Brief Outline of the Thesis Work
Once a set of requirements has been formulated, the use of electronic patient records

in the processing clescribed must be formally modeled (the formal and informal requirements are explained in detail in Chapter 3 - Specifications). This modeìing was
UML [Oe99, Dy98] and Z [Dag6, Sp92] noiations. These two notations
are complementary and their use together provides more detail than would be possible
with just UiVIL or Z alone. Z-EVES [Sa95] proves the consistency of theZpart of the
done using the

specifications developed. Doing the most extensive possible verifrcation is important
since the specification

will eventually be used to build a system that is safety-critical

(e.g., medical doctors may use such a system to guide courses of treatment of a patient
so errors could be life threatening).

Finally, a proof-of-concept implementation was developed on a select subset of the
system's specification to iÌlustrate the applicability of using such formal specifications

in this problem domain. This alÌows the production of equivalence mappings between

the proven formal specification described and the prototype impÌementation. This
further increases confidence in the final implementation and thereby in the approach of
using formal specifications for the design of integrated distributed health care systems.
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L.4 Limitations
The thesis provides outlines for integrating various health care departments necessary

to model an electronic medical record. There were issues that require more concentration and collection of intrinsic details, e.g., the main objective of the thesis was
to identify the participating departments and the transactions that are performed in
these departments that get into the medical record of a patient. The actual design
of the proposed system should be more efficient to accommodate various security fea-

tures and the functionality of each department are generalized to save and retrieve
information, while the actual design must be customized to suite the individual departments. Since the focus was on identifying the transactions in these departments,
the actual design of the database is not specified (though the transactions are spec-

ified). Further, verification and validation of a user is based on the login name and
password (in the real world this would require more rigorous encryption strategies).

1.5

Contributions

The research provides a good case study for learning and transferring skills in formal
software design. To the best of our knowledge, no formal techniques have been applied

to the design of health care systems although numerous commercial and

academic

prototypes are available. Since this is a safety-critical domain where correctness is
paramount, experience and lessons learned from applying formal methods

in this

thesis can directly benefit developers working on producing such systems.

1.6

Organization

The rest of this thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 (Li,terature Suraey) provides
some of the relevant literature required for pursuing this research.

A formal

specifi-

cation of the health care system is described in Chapter 3 (Speci,ficati,ons). Chapter

4 (System Desi,gn) describes an integrated health care system architecture, including
the different object models needed, developed using UiViL. The implementation of
the system is described in Chapter 5 (Object Model and Implementation). Finally,
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conclusions and future work of the thesis are presented
and Future Work)

7

in Chapter 6 (Conclusions

Chapter

2

Literature Survev
"It i,s dfficult to say wltat is impossible, for the
hope of today and th.e reali,ty of tomorrow."

drearn of yesterday i,s the

- Robert H. Goddard

Introduction
There has been significant research demonstrating the use of computer-based meclical
records and the advantages in using

them. Those research efforts focus on issues

like creating and maintaining electronic medical records, designing appropriate user
interfaces, scheduling mechanisms, transaction processing

in the health care domain,

etc. I briefly discuss some of the most relevant related research below.

2.I

use of Formal Notations

The use of formal methods in sofbware design and development generally tends to
increase the reliability of systems produced. Formal methods are useful

in exploring

system design alternatives, provide a general approach for generating test data, and
help to guarantee that the design and implementation of a system are free from errors.

The need for and advantages of formal specification have been demonstrated repeat-

edly (e.g., [trh00, 8h01, He97, Ho95]) in non-medical domains. Helke et al. [He97]
explain that the application of formal notation(s) during the initial stages of software
development helps in improving the quality, and reduces the cost, of the application
8
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software. Further, Horcher [Ho95] demonstrates the success of formal specifications
in deriving integration test cases that satisfy the requirements specification of an

application. Finally, according to Ehikioya [Eh00, Eh01], formal modeling leads to
"correct, fail-safe, and robust transaction-processing environments" (as are typical of
patient record processing in an integrated distributed health care envìronment). To
employ formal specification successfully in the software lifecycle requires formal train-

ing and education. The notatìons used in formal methods are intimidating, which

totally. Also, formally specifying a model
consumes significant resources leading to increased costs initially.Barden et al. [8a92]
document the problems of using Z by the industry practitioners.
makes software engineers to skip this phase

Formal specifications rely on the use of certain notations (and tools). The use of

UML [Oe99, Ev98, Ho99] in designing and modeling software is discussed in the
literature. According to Oestereich [Oe99], "The Unified Modeling Language (UML)
is a graphical language for visualizing, specifying, constructing, and documenting the

artifacts of a software-intensive system". The usefulness of UVIL to model software
systems has been discussed

in lEv98, Ho99]. For

exampÌe, Evans et

al. [Ev98] show

the advantages of designing a software system using UML with rigorous reasoning
techniques. Hofmeister et

al.

[Ho99] describe the benefits

in designing the

software

architecture of a system in UVIL.

2.2

Medical Record Formats

The use of the SOAP (Subjective Data, Objective Data, Assessment, Plan model)

in

creating and maintaining patient's medical records has been demonstrated in

[Po94, Yv92, Po00].

In SOAP, the doctor starts by viewing a patient's medical his-

tory and then the doctor observes the characteristics of the patient's problem. From
the observed characteristics, the doctor determines the diagnosis and finally plans
any treatment and instructs the patient on any follow up visits.

in [Po9 ] doctors

record their opinions in three different ways: circle, underline or strikethrough the
words in the list. The doctor can write notes on information about the patient. The
system, PureNID [Yv92], automates hospital services and decreases the amount of
written work, which facilitates the process of information retrieval and data entry.
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The objective of Potamias, et al [Po00] in developing the Patient Clinical Data Directory (PCDD) was to deliver an "encounter-centered" view of the medical record.

An encounter-centered view of medical record is the abstracted history of a patient's
encounter with a health care provider over a period of time. To provide a consistent view of locating and accessing patient information, PCDD supports an uniform
interface caÌled the PCDD Update Interface.

2.3

Encounter based Medical Record

Goble and Crowther [Go00] introduce the idea of generating a medical record from a
series of existing patient records (essentially the integration of multiple records into

one). This approach supports multiple autonomous (i.e. non-integrated) healtlicare
systems, each providing a part of an integrated medical record, and then describes
how they may be integrated. No attempt is made, however, to formally specify either

the resulting patient records or the integration process.

2.4

Database Integration in Medical Domain

The needs and ways of computerizing hospitals and integrating various departments

in hospitals have also been discussed [Po00, Evgg, Ga91, LagB]. Among these, [Evg9,
La98] support ways for updating and ediiing patients' medical records at the point

of encounter with the medical personnel. In Potamias, et al [Po00] "autonomous
information systems" are integrated to provide various views of a medical record to
authorized users. In this reseatch, I develop specifications and implement (integration
is reflected in the implementation) respective parts of the system, which are necessary

for capturing patient flow in a health care unit.
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Applications of the Internet in Medical Systems

The use of the World Wide Web (WWW) as a medium for creating, accessing, and
maintaining patient medical records is discussed

in

[Kog6, Ku99, Le99]. Because
provides the necessary infrastructure to permit

the Internet is widely available, it
distributed access to patient records in an integrated healthcare system. Due to
the sensitive nature of patient records, however, adequate security features such as
password-seclrre access, logging of transactions and cryptographic technologies must

be provided. Some of these approaches are discussed

in

[Ku99, Le99]. Recently,
[8h02] describe mechanisms that support the ubiquitous and efficient exchange of
electronic medical records data across multiple heterogeneous environments. In my
specification,

I will model the retrieval of information

across the Internet as well as

the provision of basic security via login-based user verification.

2.6

IJse of Agents

in Medical Systems

A common theme that has recently

in medical systems automation is the
use of agents. For example, Miksh et al. [Mi97] employ "adaptive agents" to track
emerged

health-related information about patients. Adaptive agents interpret data from the
various departments where a patient's health information is maintained and based

on the information observed, patient's medication is determined. Hannebauer et
al. [Ha99] observe that most existing systems lack coordination among departments
thereby leading to "sub-optimal patient throughput and resource usage". They propose "composable agents" that can exchange information dynamicaily to support the

dynamic allocation of resources. The use of agents in hospital operations scheduling is

literature. For example, Decker et al. [De98] use the Generalized
Partial Global Planning (GPGP) [De92] approach where an agent constructs its local
also discussed in the

view of the structures and relationships for a task and can then receive additional
information from other agents to increase the accuracy/detail of its view. The use of
agents for patient record processing

will be considered onÌy briefly in this thesis.
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IJser Interfaces

The problems associated with designing suitable user interfaces for medical applications have been one of the many reasons for the slow adoption of computerized
medical records. This problem has also been extensively studied [Yvg2, La98, Wi90,
Di95, Pl98]. While it is eviclent from the literature that the design of user interfaces

for effective and convenient

to medical records is an area of ongoing research
this problem will not be directly considered in my thesis (only a simple user interface
will be specified).

2.8

access

Summary

Based on this review of the literature,

it

appears

that formal methods have not

been

used in the design and implementation of an integrated distributed health care system

despite the safety-critical nature of such systems. Thus, the research proposed herein

is, to the best of my knowledge, an original contribution to the field of software
engineering.

Chapter

3

Speciflcations
"The job of forrnal methods is to eluci,date the assumptions upon whi,ch

formal correctness depends." - Tony Hoare
The first step in developing a system is to have a sound understanding of the application domain and to resolve any uncertainties that might exist concerning the
functionality of the system. Present medical record systems lack formal specifications

for their implementations.

Some

of the important features of formally specifying

software systems in general include [Jo9a]

:

o Formal specifications describe what the software to be developed does rather
than how we develop the software. That is, it defines what a system outputs
when certain inputs are given with no account about how the outputs were
derived.

o Notations used in formal languages and notations used in formal verification of
software are tightly coupled which makes verification of a product specified in
a language llke Z easier.

o Specifications expressed in formal notations can be assured of consistency.
Formal specifications can be considered to be "high-level nonprocedural programming language" [Jo9 ]. This line of thinking is useful especially when we
consider the specifications as a prototype for the software to be developed. Using

formal specifications, misunderstandings can be detected early.
13
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o Tool support for formal specifications helps in automated

I4
analysis and helps re-

ducing intuitions (i.e, informal specification of software would still require some

thinking while information specified formally is analyzed automatically and also
a tool supports ways for locating incompleteness, repetition and incorrect orga-

nizations)

Additional features are provided in [Eh97, 8h99, 8H95, So92, Ro01].
Software systems, though generally versatile, are often prone to errors and incurs high
cost for repair [Ke97]. The main reason for the failure of such systems is commonly
the lack of a strong foundation for the development of the software. This iÌlustrates

the importance of applying formal methods in designing software.

3.1 Informal Operational Requirements
This section summarizes some of the informal requirments of a health care application,

which could be eventually implemented based on the formal specifications.

o Heaìth care applications should be easy to use and the navigation should be
simple because typical users are not computer sawies. A Distributed and Integrated Health Care Application (DIHA) integrates various departments within
a hospital, accordingly the interfaces have to be designed so that they best suit

the individual departments. However, there are also situations when a user in
one department has to access information in other departments. In such sce-

natios, a user must not be allowed to search for the operation the user wishes
to perform. Hence, though developed as interfaces for different departments the
overall interface design has to be standardized.

o Health care applications support a multi-user environment, where the

users

could be geographically distributed as in a hospital. Thus, a DIHA should allow
users

to execute queries across the network. A hospital environment supports

various kinds of users like doctors, nurses, pharmacist, Iaboratory technicians,
frontdesk users and system administrators. Typically, these users are not neigh-

bors. Hence, particular users should be able to get information from other kinds
of users.
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o Health care applications supports
access
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access

only to authorized users who can have

to patient's records. A medical record is a document that contains a pa-

tient's medical history. Such documents have to be safeguarded so that unauthorized peopìe do not access them. Therefore, access-oriented security mechanisms
become necessary.

Distributed health care appìications should support heterogeneous databases.
Information about patients is derived from various hospitals/departments. These
hospitaìs/departments may not all necessarily use the same database management system. Thus, the application should support heterogeneity in databases.
Stopping one of the functional processes in the application should not halt the
application altogether. Since the field of health care is critical, patient's medical

information should be made available at all times to authorized users. The
developed system should provide both reliability and consistency.

Health care systems should consider temporal issues like the real-rvorld time a
transaction occurs, past and future plans, the sequence of states in which events

may take place (e.g., a supply order placed, bill payment, etc.) and the time
periods (e.g., scheduling).

Cyclic tasks exist in health care applications and must be supported. For example, a patient may visit a doctor who refers him to have a laboratory test
performed. After the laboratory test is done, the patient returns to the doctor.
Patients are the major players in health care and they are mobile. As a result, a
health care application should be able to transfer information about a patient to
another health care organization that participates (number of health care orga-

nization can exchange information) in information sharing during emergencies
and at other times. That is, the electronic information should be transferred

to the hospital where the patient is receiving emergency care. Also, electronic
communication (e.g. via email) of patient medical record information between
a participating and a non-participating health care centers should be possible
in periods of acute emergency.
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o Overall system performance shouìd be acceptable, e.g., should

offer good re-

sponse times, etc.

3.2

Functional Requirements

One of the fundamental goals of this thesis is developing an Eìectronic iVledical Record

of patients based on patient-medical personnel encounter. To develop such encounter
based medical records, the system must provide ways to:

o Create and maintain electronic patient medical
o

records.

Record a patient's problem according to the patient's description.

Facilitate recording of encounter notes at the place where the patient is medicated or diagnosed. This decreases the time of data entry as weìl as the possibil-

ity of misinterpretation, which might exist when patient information is updated
at a later time by a third party.
Provide special options for viewing the medical record (e.g., support zooming
on images).

The application should be capable of generating the medical record with information from various other participating medical institutions. A patient can
receive care from any number of health care centers.

If there are ways of commu-

nicating between the participating health care centers then redundant operations
Iike laboratory tests, observation, etc, can be avoided. Effective communication
among the participating health care centers can result

in improved

care.

A report of a patient's medical record should be developed. Users of medical
records are more bothered about the information in the medical record rather
than the source) so users should not be allowed to search for patient related
information.
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Task Specific Requirements

DIHA integrates operations in different departments in a hospital into a single application. In each of the departments various kinds of operations are performed to record
facts in the patient's medical records. This gives rise to the following requirements:

o Every user in

each department has to be authenticated for security.

o DIHA should identify the various departments that would

use the application

e.g., frontdesk, medical personnel, pharmacists, and laboratory technicians. A

number of departments coexist in a hospital. The clepartments support various
kinds of users (e.g., doctors and nurses fall in to the department that delivers care

to patients). Then it becomes a definite need to identify the various departments
and the users in those departments.

DIHA should allow users to insert, search, update, and change information regarding patients in their own domain. For example, a user at the frontdesk
can perform the above operations in the particular domain (e.g., doctor's domain, pharmacist domain, etc) with no control over transactions that affect the
database of a different domain (e.g.,

that of a doctor).

In addition to the above operations, frontdesk

users can schedule patients for

appointments with doctors. Scheduling is an important function in any domain.

In a safety critical domain like health care,

resource scheduling is a must for

efficient utilization and monitoring of resources.
Doctors can have full access to the medical records of the patients maintained

in the hospital that the doctor works in. This ensures that doctors can view the
entire information about patients in the hospitaÌ. This includes the treatment
and medication of the patient by another doctor.

A

search by a doctor about a patient results

in a number of instances that

a

patient received care. Doctors should have the freedom to choose and view any
of the displaved instances that interests the doctor.
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o Doctors can also view the record of a patient in the other participating hospitals. This ensures that a doctor can gather more information about a patient
when needed. Health care organizations can determine users who can access

information between organizations.
Doctors should be able to prescribe medications. The application aims at reducing the amount of written work. Hence, doctors should be given the option

of performing all the operations they would normally do using pen and paper
electronically. Prescription writing is one of them.

in the pharmacy department should be able to do periodic updates of
the stock and the expiry date of medicines. Information in the database of
a pharmacy is one of the databases in which information has to be updated
everyday. Hence, users in the pharmacy department should be able to reflect
Users

changes (e.g., refilling, inventory updates, etc) in their database(s).
Users in the laboratory also perform basic operations. These users should be able

to transfer information about any test results (e.g., x-ray reports, bÌood reports,

etc) in the best suited way to doctors (and/or the appropriate requester(s)).
Though several customized test might be performed and the forms for these
test would be different,

I

developed a generic form which captures the type of

test and the result of the test.

An important requirement of this application is sharing of information among
participating hospitals. This is of prime importance as this helps in requesting
services including operating theaters, wardbeds, etc of one hospital by another.

Granting privileges to add and maintain users and devices in the health care
domain by authorized users is a key requirement. Since the computers in a
hospital are connected through a network, system administrators in the domain
becomes absolute necessary. They are responsible for authorizing access

to the

database and monitoring the use of the privileges (because this is not a direct

requirement of this thesis,

their privileges).

I would only implement parts to manage

users and
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Whenever patients receive regular care for a particular ailment, then these treat-

ments can be classified as periodic treatments. Periodic medications should be

maintained automaticallv.

DIHA should be able to generate different kinds of reports. These reports are
basically the output of interactions between a patient and medical personnel
or could be a result of any transaction (e.g., they might be a drug order form,
doctor prescription, insurance provider's template, etc.).
The information thus gathered from the above requirements is used to decide which
parts of the system can be formally specified (since Z is not intended to do everything).
Issues like concurrency are often ignored and the clesign of user interfaces is clifficult to
achieve using Z. So, formal specifrcations

that I develop reflect the various transactions

that could happen in the health care domain with respect to patients and the UNIL
models reflects various process chains that happen in the identified clepartrnents.

3.4

Formal Specifications

This section presents a formal specification of the transaction processing of a patient
medical record in a hospital.

I start the specifications by formally defining a basic

type STRING to represent alphanumeric data type.

lsrRrNGl
The system should generate various kinds of messages to display results of an attempted transaction. The following definition, Message, shows some of the possible
messages.

Message

:.: Pat'ientAdded

I PatientÛrists I PatientdoesntÛrist

I OuerFlow

N o A p p o i,ntm ent s Au ail ab I e I A p p o intm ent C an c el I e d I Fazlur e
Au ailable I N otAu ai,Iable I Appoi,ntmentAu ailable I S ucces s
Wrong P arameters I Drug Erists I Running Outof St o ck

Updated I D atabas eWillb eClo s ed I
D atabaseN

otopen I C ancelled

P as sw ord[Jpdated
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in the health care domain, funclamentally share some common clemographic
details. These users are modeled as Person in the domain. For obvious reasons, all
Users

person in the health care have a contact person, Contactname.
Person
no,rne: STRING
SIN, Pltone, ContactPhone : NI1
address, Contactname : STRING

A Patient is a person who also has other attributes in addition to the attributes of a
Person. Hence, a patient inherits the attributes of a Person along with other special
attributes.
Pati,ent
Person

pid : NI1
'insurancedetai,ls : STRI N G

To preserve the individual identity of patients, one or a combination of attributes
should be combined to make patient's record unique. Hence a particular patient's
name should be associated
Y

with only one attribute of the patient.

r,y : Patient. r + A + r.pid I

y.pid

Patients must be added to the patient database before they can receive care. So, I
frrst define a state schema that captures the list of patients in a hospital.
Pati,entDB
Pati,entList : P Pati,ent

The following schema captures the process of adding a patient to the list of patients
treated in the hospital.

3.
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AddPati,ent

LPati,entDB
PatientList, PatientLi,stt : P P atient
NeuPati,ent? : Patient
message! : Message
NewP ati,ent? Ç P atientList
(V : Patient I € PatientLi,st o

r

P atient List' :

r

P

atient

r.pid, I NewPati,ent?.pid,)
List U { N ew P atientT } mess ag et : P at'ientAdded

It is very likely that patients' information

could change and there could be a need to

update them. To do this the particular patient's record has to be retrieved to capture
the changes. This search can either be based on the unique patient identity number

(for efficient retrieval) or, if the patients do not have access to them, then it can be
through their name (when search is done by names a list of all patients' by that name
are generated).
Searchbyld

EPati,entDB
pøú1d? : N1
Responsel. : Message

()

r

: Patient c a.p'ifl

Responsel.

:

:

patld?)

Success

SearchbyName

Pati,entDB
patNarne? : STRING
Responsel. : Message
7

(1

r

: Patierlt c ¡.nsrns

:

patName?)

Response!: Success
The process of searching for a patient by name or the patient number is defined
P

ati,entS earch

=

Searchbyld

v

S

as:

earch.byName

A patient generally visits a hospital to receive care where a patient consults a doctor.
We need to formally model the resourc e Doctor. A Doctor is inherentÌy a Person with
a unique identifie¡, drid, and domain speciality.
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Doctor
Person
drzd : NI1
Speciali,zation : STRIN G

To show that every doctor in the domain is unique the following should always be
true.
V

r,y

: Doctor

.r+y+

r.dri,d

I

y.dri,d

Date and Time
Because DATB can assume various standards

in various software, we define DATE

as a basic type.
TDATE)

TIME is defined
TIME

I

Next

--

as a natural number

to enable us to manipulate time entities.

Nl

specify operations relating to rooms

resource,

in a hospital. Although a room is

a

in this section we isolate it to give it greater attention.

Rooms
Hospitals have a finite number of rooms, which are available for patients' care. A
hospital maintains a database to record the assignment of Rooms to Patients. A room

typically has a number or name. We define rmNo as a basic type, which represents
the name or the number of a room in a hospital.
[nnNo]

As described earlier, a hospital has a finite number of rooms, Mar&ooms. All transactions on rooms should be less than or equal to this finite number, MarRooms.
I

I

Mar&ooms : N
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Rooms in hospitals are of various types. The following free type definition of Room,
Type explains the various kinds of rooms.
RoomType

:::

Erecut'iue I Hospi,tality I Materni,ty

Every room has an associated cost when used (cost). This cost is dependent on the
type of room. Records of rooms that have been booked for various dates should

be avaiÌable. The variable book is defined as a partial injective function mapping
rmNo and the Cartesian product of Pati,ent and DATE. The relation is modeled as a
partial injective function to avoid duplication of the same room on a particular day,
thus avoiding over booking. The number of rooms in a hospital may be added to or
deleted from (in cases where a room is changed to service something else), I introduce
booldng as a subset

of r"mNo. Only those rooms, which can be scheduled, can be

booked.
Rooms

RoornNo : rmNo
Basi,cFaciliti,es : STRI N G

rmType: RoomType
cosú : Ni
bookzng : P rrnNo

book : rmNo ,+. Patient
dom boolc

x DATE

Ç booking

The schema Rooms describes the attributes necessary to book a room. This schema
defines a variable book which denotes the current bookings in the hospital for rooms.

Table 3.1 shows an instance of the partial injective finction book.
Room Number

Patient

Date

1

Nlathew

t217212001

2

Joe

t2/72/2007

ó

Randv

2511212001

Table 3.1: Room Booking
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As shown above in Table 3.1, a list of Patients that have booked rooms on various/particular dates can be generated by the schema Rooms.
To make the schema definition of Rooms valid we must enforce a strict constraint
that room numbers are unique. This universal constraint is specified as follows:
V

r7,r2 : Rooms o r7 f

12

+

rI.RoomNo

f

r2.RoomNo

The above specification simply states that no two rooms are the same. The schema
Roomlni,t describes the initialization of the room booking system in a hospital. When

the system is first started, there are no bookings for rooms. The predicate book'

)

represents this

:

{

initial state of the booking system.

Roomlnit
A,Rooms
boolc'

: {}

Searching for the availability of a room requires one input (e.g., date in the considered

but could be by room type, etc) and booking a room requires three inputs, the
date for which the room is requested, the patient's name and the room itself. The
case

constraint here is that the type of room requested should be available. The operation

of booking a room is captured in the following schema.
BookRoom

LRooms
Date? : DATE
Pat? : Pati,ent
roomno? : rmNo
Response! : Message

ff(dom book) < MarRooms
roomno? €. booking \ dom åooÈ
boolc' : boolc U {roomno? => (Pat? , Date?)}
booking' : booki,ng
Responsel : Auailable

The cost of staying in a room depends on the actual cost of the room and the number
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of days the room is occupied by a patient. The following schema, RoomCost, captures

the above requirement and computes the cost of staying in a given room.
RoornCost
ERooms
room? '. Roorns
NumberofDays? :N1
ÆoornCosú! : N1

3rI

: Roorns I rl.RoomNo e boolcing o
rT.RoomNo
room?. RoomNo A
RoornCostt.
rI. cost * NumberofDays?

:
:

The date a patient was admitted, the room number a patient stayed in and the cost
a patient paid should be captured for future reference. Schema PatientPays captures

this requirement.
PatientPaus
Pays : Patient +* mnNo x DATE x DATE

x

RoomCost

Table 3.2 shows instances of patient stay dates in a hospital and the cost a patient
paid, which could be used when developing a report of usage of various rooms.

Room Number
1

2
ô

Patient
Robert Barry
Roger Moore
Shiela lViurray

From
121721200r

To

r5/12/200r

13l0r/2002

1710212002

2410212002

2910212002

Room Cost
$ 250
$ 450
$ 675

Table 3.2: Patient's Stay and Cost

Quite possibly, when there is a scarcity of rooms, the system may output the fact
that there are no rooms presently available. The schema NoRoom captures this requirement.
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NoRoom
Rooms

Date? : DATE
Response! : Message

1r

: rmNo I

:

Responsel.

r e booki,ng o - (r e dom öook)
N otAuailable

After booking a room a patient may decide to cancel the booking. In such scenarios)
the room may be returned to the booking list of the hospital so that it is made
available for another patient. The operation of canceling a room is described by the
schema CancelRoom.
CancelRoom
A,Roorns
date? : DATE
'.

rmNo
Responsel. : Message
rooms?

rooms? e domboolc

boolc':{rooms?)4book
Response!

:

Cancelled

Notice that in the schema Cancel&oom, a room can be cancelled if and only if

it

was

already booked.
Personnel at the frontdesk of a hospital should be able to retrieve information about

a patient's room number. Since a patient can not be associated with two different
tooms on any given day, a function to retrieve this information is described as follows:

Patient *-+ rrnNo
a

tr:

A

+ r.pid:

y.pid,

The overall process in defining the system of booking and canceling a room is combined

in

RoomBooki,ng.

RoomBooking

=

BookRoomY NofuoomV Cancel4oorn
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When a patient wishes to change rooms then the system should be flexible to accom-

modate the room change. Such operations involve first paying for the room used,
booking a new room and then canceling the existing room. This is defined in the
following speciflcation, Chang eRoom.
Change&oom= RoomCost A BookRoom A CancelRoom

Resources
Every room in a hospital has basic needs (like beds, pans, lights, etc.). For patient's
convenience, additional resources (like television sets, books,

etc.). can also be or-

dered. Such resources are defined by the schema Resources. Various departments
provide certain resources for patients' service. To guarantee that a resource is identified uniformìy anywhere in the hospital, we define a basic type resNo for this purpose.
[resNo]

Thus, associated with every resource is an unique resource identity number (resNo)
and a cost for the use of the resource. We define Order as a function mapping resource

to the cartesian product of the date and the room that requested the resource. Order
is mapped as a partial function because it is very likely that there may be requests

for two units of the same resource on a particular date by the same room number.
The number of resources in a hospital may be added to or deleted from, hence we
introduce ResOrdering as a subset of resNo.
Resources

Name: STRING
ResourceNo : resNo
cosú :

NI1

ResOrdering : P resNo
Order : resNo -++ DATE x Rooms
dom Order Ç ResOrderi,nq

Table 3.3 shows instances of an order made on a resource to a particular room on a
particular date based on the definition of Resources.
The operation of ordering a resource is captured in the following schema, Book&esouTce.
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Resource No
1'6749r
Ð98432
F56793

Date

Room Number

271121200r
081071re78
15/0811ee4

08

74
18

Table 3.3: Resource Allocation
BookResource

LResources
Date? : DATE
room? : Rooms
resno? : resNo
Response! : Message

€ ResOrderzng \ dom Order
Order' : OrderU {resno? ,-- (Date?,room?)}
ResOrdering' : ResOrderi,ng
resno?

Responsel: AuaiLable

Resources also carry a cost and depending on the duration of usage the cost is cal-

culated. The following schema, ResourceCost, models the cost involved in using resources.
ResourceCost
V,Resources

ResourceType : P Resources
Res? : Resources

NumberofDays? : N
ResourceCosú! : N
Res?

e

fres

: Resources I res e ResourceType o
res. ResourceNo
Res?. ResourceN o A
ResourceCost!
NurnberofDays? * res. cost

ResourceType

:

:

As with rooms) Resources may aiso be unavaiìable, cancelled and/or the person search-

ing for a resource could have supplied a incorrect resource number. The following
schema, NoResource, captures the situation when a resource is unavailable.
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NoResource
TResources

date? : DATE
room? : Rooms
Responsel : Message

è

(3 res '. resNo . res
(date? , room?)
Responset
NotAua'iløble

-

:

f

Order)

Factors such as cost (e.g., lesser coverage of insurance) and unforseen contingencies
could sometimes make a user cancel a previous request for a resource. The schema
Cancel&esource captures the act of cancelling a resource.
Cancel&esource
A,Resources
resT : resNo
room? : Roorns

Responsel: N[essage
res? Ç dom Order

Order':{res?}<Order

Responsel

:

Cancelled

Notice that in schema CancelResorr,rcel a resource can be cancelled

if and only if it

was already requested.

The overall process in defining the system of ordering and canceling a resources is
combined in ResourceOrderinq.
ResourceOrdering

=

BookfuesourceY NoResourceV ResourceCostY Cancelfuesource

The resource used by a particular patient is captured in the schema ResourceForPatient. In this schema we define a function mapping the Patienú to the cartesian
product of the resources the patient used and the cost for using the resource.
ResourceForPatient
res : Pat'ient --+-, Resources

x

ResourceCost
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Table 5.3 shows an instance of res values.

I

model the TotalCost that a patient has

accumulated staying in a room and associated resources requests as a combination of
P

ati,entP ays and Re s ource ForP atient.
Tot alC o st

=

P

atientP

ay

sA

Patient
Mathew
Borris
Stephen

Res ource For P ati,ent

Resource

Resource Cost

Extra Bed

$i4

Television

$08

Computer

$18

Table 3.4: Resources used bv a Patient

Fbontdesk
Before a patient meets a doctor, the patient reports to the frontdesk personnel requesting an appointment. Here the patients have the freedom to express the way they

feel. This is particularly important in deriving similarities in symptoms, for future
observations and drawing association rules (e.g., data discovery from patient meclical

records when an intelligent system will be modelled). The patient information (pa-

tient's name and problem in the patient's words), the date and the opinion of the
doctor after the encounter are contained in the schema, Description.
Descri,ption

Pat : Patient
Doc: Doctor
dags : N1

Date: DATE
PatWords, DocWords : P STRING
PatWords

I

Ø

With the first encounter of a patient with the frontdesk personnel, the medical records
for that particular patient is created in that hospitaì (and, at times, the medical record
itself becomes active in a networked hospital environment). Every appointment of a
patient with a doctor is captured by the function appointmenú which is a partial
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injective function mapping the Patient to the cartesian of DATE, TIME(s) (for the

start time and end time of the appointment), and Doctor.
because on any day

It

is modeled in this way

in a hospital at a particular time a number of doctors could

be treating any number of patients. The partial injection ensures that a particular

Patient is related only to one particular Doctor at a given date and time. The variable
duration in the schema DrAppoi,ntrnenú computes the time a doctor spends with a

patient. Practically, the start times and the end times are defined (e.g.. the first
appointment slot for the day coulcl be between 10:00am (start time) and 10:20am
(end time) and the next slot could start at 10:30)
DrAppointment
appoi,ntment: Pati,ent
duratzon : N
Y

*- DATE x TIME x TIME x Doctor

Date : DATE; Pat7, Pat2 : Patzent; preuStrt, strtTirne, endTime,
preuÐnd : TIME; Dr : Doctor I Patl l Pat2 o
(PatI r--+ (Date, strtT'ime, endT,ime, Dr)) e appointment A
(Pat2 r* (Date,preuStrt,preuÛnd, Dr)) e appoi,ntment A
endTime ) strtTime A
durati,on: endT'ime - strtTime A
strtTi,me: preustrt t duration A
preuEnd : strtTime

Instances of the function øppo,intmenú are shown

Patient
Roy Emmerson
Stark Living
Marc Robinson

in Table

3.5

Date

Start Time

End Time

Doctor

1r/12/200r

11:30

12:00

Dr. Harry

271r21200r

12:75

12:45

Dr.Williams

0810712002

14:00

14:30

Dr.

Nlathew

Table 3.5: Appointment List

Similar to room booking, a doctor's appointment should also support functionality to
book and cancel appointments. The schema DrAppoi,ntmentlnit initializes a doctor's
appointment book. Initially, there are no appointments.
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DrAppointrnentlnit
LDrAppointment
appoi,ntrnentt

: {}

To book an appointment, the date and doctor information are the inputs.

If

any

appointment time is available then the time is given as the output and the appointment information is inserted into the appointment book. The operation is formally
specified by the schema BookDrAppo,int, given below.
BookDrAppoi.nt

LDrAppoi,ntment
Date? : DATE
Dr? : Doctor
Pat? : Pati,ent
Responsel.'. Message

- strtTirne, endTirne : TIME o
(Date?, str-tTzme, endTime, Dr?) fi ran appointment A
appo'intment'
appo'intmentU {Pat? r-+ (Date?, strtT'ime, endTirne,

appointmentt
Respons el.

Alternatively,

:

:

-

Dr?)}

appointment

Aaai,lable

if the hospital

maintains a time interval to serve patients, then the

free type definition of Slots (below) can be employed to represent the scheduling as a

finite number of intervals/appointments a doctor/health care personnel can devote to
a patient. As an example, ^9/ols (below)shows a two interval appointment scheduling
(e.g., slot 1 is scheduled for the AIVÍ session and slot 2 is scheduled for the PM
session). They can be customized from hospital to hospital and according to the
schedule interval (e.g., 10:00

-

10:15 could be a slot

for a doctor-patient appointment

and 10:00 - 14:00 could be a slot for booking a operating theater).
Slots

::: AM

I

PM

sLotl, slot2 : Slots
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To aÌlow individual organizations to choose their type of scheduling,

I

use the type de-

fined for time for patient scheduling. However, if there are no appointments available

with a particular doctor, the fact is specified in the NoAppoi,nt schema.
NoAppoint
DrAppoi,ntment
Date? : DATE
Dr? : Doctor
Responsel : lv[essage

7

-

() strtTi,me, endTime : TIME

o

(Date?, strtTime, endTime, Dr?)
N otAuailable

Responsel

:

(

ran appo'intment)

When a patient cancels an appointment with a doctor, the appointment details like
the patient and doctors' names and the date of the appointment are supplied as the

input, the time of appointment is retrieved and is removed from the appointments
book. The schema CancelDrAppoint captures this specification.
CancelDrAppoi,nt

LDrAppoi.ntment
Dr? : Doctor
Date? : DATE
Pat? : Pati,ent

Pat? e dom appointment
- strtTime, endTime : TIME

o

(Date?, strtTime, endTirne, Dr?)

e

ran appo'intment A

(Date?,strtT'ime,endT'ime, Dr?) e appointment A
appointmen¿' : {Pat?} < appointment

Pat?
Respons e!

:

¡--+

Appoi,ntmentC ancelled

At times a patient only knows that he/she has an appointment on a particular date
(or just that the patient has an appointment). In this situation, the system should
be able to retrieve the appointments of patients to cancel the appointment. In such
scenarios, from the multiple responses that the system outputs, the patient chooses
the appropriate appointment for cancellation. Then there arises a need for generating

the list of appointmnets for the day (which will be discussed shortly).
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CancelsDrAppoi,nt

LDrAppoi,ntment
Pat? : Patient
Responsel. : Message

Pat? e. dom appointment
l strtTime, endTi,me : TIME; Dr : Doctor; date : DATE o
(date, strtTi,me, endTime, Dr) e ran appo'intment A
Pat? ¡-, (date,strtT,ime,endTime,Dr) e appoi,ntment A
appo'intmen¡' : {P at?} 4 appoi,ntment
Respons el. : Appoi,ntmentC ancelled

The scenario when an appointment is cancelled can then be specified as CancelDrAp-

pointment using the logical compostion of the two schemas CancelDrAppoint and
CancelsDrAppoint.
C ancelDrAppointment

=

C ancelDr

Appoint Y

C ancels

Dr Appoint

The overall process of scheduling an appointment with a doctor can then be modeled
as a combination of the above schemas.

DoctorAppointrnent

=

BookDrAppoint Y NoAppoi,nt Y CancelDrAppointment

An important operation, in terms of retrieving appointments, is to generate a list of
appointments on a particular day. The operation TodaysAppoi,ntmenú takes in one
input, the date, and outputs the relevant attributes of the appointment.
TodaysAppoi,ntment

ùDrAppozntment
Today? : DATE

Pat : Pati,ent o
(l strtTime, endTime : TIME; Dr : Doctor o
(Pat + (Today?, strtT'ime, endTi,me, Dr)) e appointment
Pat e. dom appoi,ntment)

V

Table 3.6 shows an example of a doctor's appointments with patients for the day.

The slots for which a doctor is scheduled with a patient are populated with the
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patient's name and the slots without a name represent available appointment times

that

a

patient can request an appointment with the corresponding doctor for that day.

Doctor

10:00

-

12:00

Dr. Roy Bmmerson

Peter

Dr. Stark Living
Dr. Niarc Robinson

Jacob

12:00

-

2:00

2:00 - 4:00

Harry
Prince

Michael

Williams

Table 3.6; Todays Appointment

All hospitals and clinics

have times which are allotted for emergencies. There is no

advance booking required during this time and patients who arrive

in

emergency

care are treated immediately or as soon as possible. Status is a basic type which
corresponds

to the level of emergency of a patient. It could be customized (e.g.,

different colors may represent various emergency levels) for a particular hospital.
lStatusl

AIso, a queue has to be formed with respect to the level of emergency. The variable
queue is a partial function

that binds a doctor to the cartesian product of Patient
and Status. (queue is so defined because, at any time an available doctor can treat

patients based on the status.
Emergency
queue '. Doctor

-++

Pati,ent

x

Status

The following schema, EmergencyBooki,ng, defines the appointment booking process

during an emergency. For an emergency, a patient is scheduled with any available
doctor.
ErnergencyBooking
A,Emergency
Pat? : Pati,ent
status? : Status
1

Dr : Doctor . Dr
queue'

-

#. dom queue A
queue U {Dr
(Pat?, status?)}

+
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After a patient is treated, the doctor is ready to treat the next patient in emergency.
The fact that the doctor is free should be captured by removing the doctor from the
Iist of doctors who are presently treating patients.
DrInQueue
LEmergency
Dr? : Doctor

Dr? e domqueue

queue':{Dr?}<queue
The various operations during an emergency are captured in Emergenc'ies.
Emergenc'ies

=

Emergency Y DrlnQueue

The following definition of Frontdesfr combines the operations of scheduling patients
(regular and emergency), patient search and adding patients to the health care organization.

Frontdesk=DoctorAppoi,ntmentAEmergenc'iesAPatientSearchvTodaysAppointment

Pharmacy
The following schema definitions model some of the transaction processing in the
pharmacy department of a hospital. inherently, a pharmacy database contains infor-

mation about Drug. This information includes details like the name of the drug, the
quantity in stock, the cost per unit of the drug, and the unique identification that
identifies the drug, DrugId. I introduce Drugld as a basic type as follows.

lDrusldl
Then I specify the attributes (structure) of a drug in the following schema Drug.
Drug
DrugName, Purpose, Manufacturer : P STRING
DrugCost, Stock, ReorderPoi.nú : NI1
DrugNo : P Drugld
DrugNo I Ø
DrugName f Ø
Purpose I Ø
Manufacturer f

Ø
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To make the above schema definition valid we must enforce a strict constraint that
drug numbers are unique in any drug database, DrugDB. This is captured by the
predicate part of the DruqDB schema.
DrugDB
DrugLi,st : P Druq
Y

r,y : Drug o r I

A drug can be added
So, we

a

+

r.DrugNo

I

y.DruqNo

if and only if that drug exists in the pharmacy.
should define the maximum and the minimum drug stock in the pharmacy.
bo and supplied

The stock of a particular drug cannot exceed MarDrug units of the drug or reduce
below MinDrug units of the drug. We define these variables as follows:

MarDrug : N
Mi,nDrug : N

MinDrug : S
MarDrug > 0
The operation AddDruq adds new drugs to the pharmacy database. To add drugs we
need as inputs all those variables defined in the schema

Drug. The new drug is added

after verifying that the drug does not already exist in the pharmacy database.
AddDrug

LDrugDB
DrugLi,st, Druglistl
drug? : Drug

drug? Ç DrugList
drug?.Stoch > MinDrug
drug?.Stock I MarDrug
(Y d: DrugLi,st o d.DrugNo I drug?.DrugNo)
DrugList' : DrugListU {drug?}

It shouÌd be possible to check if

a particular drug is available in the pharmacy

database. The schema, DrugÛrist, performs the checking for the existence of a drug

in the pharmacy database.
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DrugErist
TDrugDB
drug? : Drug
Responsel. : Message

drug?

e DrugLi,st

Response!

:

Drug0rists

AddDrugs combines the process of successfully adding a new drug to the database or
checking if the drug exists.
AddDrugs

It

= AddDrug Y DrugÛrist

is important that the pharmacy never runs out of stock. So we have to make sure

that the system ìMarns the user when a drug's stock is below a threshold (e.g., < 50
units). The following schema, DrugLessth¿r¿? warns the user whenever the stock of a
drug falls below the threshold value.
DrugLesstÍr,an

EDrugDB
DrugList : P Drug
On.9úoc,kl : lS
Responsel. : Messaqe

ly:DruglyeDrugLi,sto
y.Stock 1 y.ReorderPoint ¡
Responset

:

OnStockt

:

y.Stock

RunningOutofStock

On any given day a particular drug's stock could be checked. So, the system should
be able to retrieve the stock of a particular drug. The schema DrugStocÆs models the

retrieval of the quantity of a drug on hand

.

DrugStocks

vDrugDB
drug? : Drug
^9óocÈ!

(-,

r

:

NI

: Drug I r

€ DrugList o
r.DrugNo : drug?.DrugNo A Stockt

:

r.Stock)
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Continuing research in medicine could discover potential threats in consuming cer-

tain drugs or improved drugs replacing old ones, hence the system should give the
appropriate users (e.g., system administrators) the liberty to delete such drugs from
the hospital database. The schema DeleteDrzg captures the operation of deleting a
drug from the database.
DeleteDrug

LDruqDB
DrugLi,st, Drugli,st' :P Drug
drug? : Drug
Responsel. : Message

drug?

€ DrugList

drug?

(

:

DrugLi,st
DrugListl

Drug Li,stt

\

{drug?}

One of the periodic updates in the pharmacy database, is the refilling of certain drug

stocks. The schema AddStock captures the scenario where a newly added quantity is
supplied as an input is added to the existing stock of the drugs.
AddStock

LDrugDB
DrugList', DrugList : P Drug
drug? : Drug
ødd? : N1
Responsel.'. Message

drug?

(1,

r

€ DrugList
: Drug I r e DrugLrst o
r.DrugNo : drug?.DrugNo A
drug?.Stock : r.Stock + add? n
drug?.Stock 1 MarDrug A
DrugListt : DrugLi,st \ {r} U {drug?})

Response!

:

Updated

Every time a drug is sold,

it

reduces the quantity

in the pharmacy database by the

same amount as the number of drugs dispensed. ReduceStock captures this

fact. Since

the transactions of adding or reducing stock effects the state of a particular drug, we
must define that there exists a particular drug in the database for which a transaction
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might be done. Since, there exists number of drugs in the pharmacy database, we
must specify that the transaction to be done is indeed performed on that particular

drug. This is captured in the precondition of the schema

ReduceStoclc

ReduceStoclc

L,DrugDB
DrugL'ist', DrugLi,st
drug? : Drug
szö? : N1
Responsel. : Message

€ DrugLi,st
(3, z : Drug I r € DrugList o
r.DrugNo : drug?.DrugNo r\
drug?.Stock: r.Stock - sub?
drug?

drug?.Stock

DrugLi,stt

Responsel :

:

)

A

Mi,nDrug A
DrugList \ {r} u {drug?})

Updated

Finally, the cost of a drug dispensed is modeled by the schema DrugsCost.
DrugsCost

TDrugDB
drug? : Drug
qúg?, cosú! : N1

(-rd:

Drug I d e DrugList o
d.DrugNo : drug?.DrugNo A
cost! : qty? * drug?. DrugCost)

The transactions in Pharmac3T are then modelled
Pharmacy

=

as:

AddDrugs Y DrugLessthan V DeleteDrug
ReduceStock v DrugsCost V DrugStoclcs

v

AddStock V

Encounter
Every encounter between a patient and any health care personnel is recorded. During
an encounter, the date and time of the interaction is defined along with other details,

(e.g., the identity number and name of the actors of the interaction as defined in
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Descripti,on). An Encounter&ecord is a sequence

of.

Descri,pti,ons.

A patient can

have

with one or more doctors. In such records, if the patient identity
number repeats then it means that we are referring to the same person since patient
several encounters

identities are unique.
EncounterRecord

rec: seqDescripti,on
Doctors may write prescriptions after interacting with a patient. Such prescriptions
consists of drug name(s), quantities, instruction, patients name and doctor name. A

patient could be allergic to one or more drugs. The function aLlergy relates Pati,ent

to Drug.
DefineAllergy
øllergy : Patient

Drug

lnitialìy, the allergy list is empty. This fact is captured in the schema Allergylni,t.
Allerqulni,t
A,Defi,neAllerqtt
allergy'

: {)

When a doctor diagnoses a patient to be allergic to a clrug the doctor adds this fact

to the allergy list using the AddAllergy schema.
AddAtlergy
DefineAllergy
drug? : Drug
patient? : Patient
(pati,ent?, drug?)

allergy

:

f

allergA U

allergy

{(patient?

F-+

drug?)}

Now, the system should not allow a doctor to prescribe drugs to which the patient

is allergic. The schema Prescrþtion captures this requirement and the process of a
doctor prescribing medicine.
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Prescription
T.DefineAllergy
Doc? : Doctor
Pat? : Pati,ent
drug? : Drug
PrescriptionList, Prescrþti,onLi,st' : P Drug

( allergy
t' : P re cripti

(Pat? ,-n drug?)
P r e s crip ti o n L

i,s

s

on

L i,st

U { dru g ? }

During the course of treatment, doctors may refer a patient to another doctor (e.g,
a specialist) or to a ìaboratory technician. Hence, the system should capture various
personnel involved during the referral process and the reason for the referral. The
schema Refer captures this specification.

Refer
v PatientDÛ
Ref erri,ng Drname?, ReferedDrname? : D octor
pat? : Pati,ent
reason? : P STRING
reason?

f

Ø

Referri,ng Drname?

pat? € PatientList

t'

ReferedDrname?

The overall process of interaction of a patient with a doctor is combined in Bncounter

Encounter

= EncounterRecordg((((Prescrr,pti,on A AddAllergy)v Prescri,pti,on)
v Refer)
V
((Prescrzpti,on Y (Prescri,pt'ion A AddAllergy)) n Refer))
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Reports
In a health care system various personnel offer care to patients. These different

care

providers are captured as Personnel
Personnel

:::

Doctors I Technici.ans I Nurse

A report of an interaction between a patient and a care provider may need to be
generated. The schema Report contains the basic structure of a report. A report
contains the report headers, body, date and time and the person who generates the

report. A report may also contain images. This basic structure is extensible in order

to create specific reports for certain special operations. We define

'images as a basic

type, as follows:
limagesl

Thus, a generic report is specified

as:

Report

reportld, dept, Banner : STRING
body : P STRING
date: DATE
time: TIME
Image : P'images
reportby'. Personnel
body

I {}

Image in the schema Report, is a power set of the basic íype i,rnages since some reports

(e.g., Labarotory report), may have one or more images while other reports (".g., u

doctor's encounter wìth a patient), may not have any images at alÌ.

If the depart-

ments in the hospital were to generate a report, then the reports can be customized.

For instance, a report from a Pharmacy can be generated with drug names, date,
time, cost, department, and the banner of the hospìtal, and similarly laboratories can
customize their reports with the above parameters (as in Report).
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PharmacyReport
Report
date? : DATE
tirne? : TIME
P ati,entD etails?, Drug D etailsT : P S T RI N G
generatedby? : Personnel
Çty? : N,
reportl. : Report
Qty?

>

7

:
:
reportl.time :
report!.body
reportl..date

(Drug Details? U
dateT
t'ime?
reportt.reportby
generatedby?

P

atientD etails?)

:

Network
Health care facility in the present model are networked. Hence, I specify the network

with which the various sub-systems in the health care application communicate. The
following definition of network is adopted from [In01].
Fundamentally, a network consist of nodes (or computers) with links between them.

At this level of abstraction, we are more concerned about the relevant information (e.g,
appointment and resource availabilities, etc.)from a node rather than the information

itself, hence a unique address that maps a particular computer to a network node is
defined as a basic type, Ipaddress.
[Ipaddress)

The schema Node contains the Ipaddress of the system.

ip : Ipaddress

A Network is formed when

a number of such nodes are connected. Because, a medical

record is a confidential document, easy access to every one couldjeopardize the privacy

of medical records, so secured access to these records is a must. By secured access,

I

mean that only those systems in the network can communicate between other systems

in the domain of participating health care organizations (which is a finite set).
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Netuork
NetworkName: STRING
nodes

:F

Node

network : Node
V

*-

Node

r,y : Node o (r.ip # A.i,p) A ((r,y)

€. networh

+ (y,r) e network)

An information system may grow, which could result in many networks integrating
bo

form a single network. This operation is captured as a new node being added to

ihe existing system and to the existing network the added node becomes an integral

part. The schema AddToNetwork captures the fact.
AddToNetwork
LNetwork
node?,network?: Node
node? Ç nodes
nodes' : nodesU {node?}
network' : network U {(node?, network?)}

The process of adding new computer systems to the network can be combined in
Di,strzbuti,on.

Distribution =

N etwork

A AddToN etwork

Now that computers can communicate, information between them can be transferred.

But again
Access

to shared files is given only to certain user groups in the network.
rights are determined when users login to any health care application. When
access

users login, irrespective of their access rights the application opens a connection to the

database. We represent the access types that are available in the system as defined

in [In01]:
Accesstype

:::

Select I Inser-t I Delete

Once contacts is established

I Update

with a remote database, the operation flow is similar

as

in local database. The electronic medical record from the remote database is modeled
similarly as in the case of the local database.
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Laboratory
Patients require the services of the laboratory personnel too. Hence, transactions in
a laboratory should also be captured. In a laboratory, different kinds of tests may be

performed. For the sake of uniformity,

I

model all the different tests under a single

umbrella of tests. I define the types of test.available in the system as follows:
Test

:::

A test that

Blood I XRay I Scan I Others

has to be performed requires a resource. Although a resource may come

from another department and may be of different resource types, basically all resources
share common features, so they can be placed under the already defined schema for
resources, Resources.

The record of a laboratory test is captured in the schema Laboratory.
Laboratory
ReferedDrname : Doctor
pat : Pati,ent
test : Test
Result : Report

An electronic medical record is modeled as a combination of the patient's description
of the problem, the patient's encounter with doctors, the doctor's description of the
problem, the prescription for an ailment, the allergy list of the patient and doctor's

referral to other offices (such as specialist doctor, laboratory, etc.). The following
schema LocalMedical&ecord (since the medical record is specific

to the interaction

patient encounters in one hospital, I use the term Local medical record) is defined

a
as

follows:
L o cal M edical

Record

=

D o ct or App

oi,ntment A Encounter

A TotalCost A Laboratory

Agents
The specification so far assumes that although distributed, the heterogeneous databases

are part of the participating hospital's database. This is of prime importance be-
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cause) as explained earlier, secured access of medical records is one

of the primary
constraints in designing such a system. In future, if all health care delivery institutions start to communicate in secured environments (which would be ideal for medical
records) then we could use the assistance of agents in retrieving medical records of

patients. Although the formal specifrcation of agents in health care is not a main
objective of this research, the use of agents in developing medical records (e.g., integrating patient information from various clatabases) is abundant in the literature
[Mi97, Ha99, De92, De98]. This has motivated me to give the initial specifications
below (as specifying agents for this domain is, by itself, I believe, a research topic
for further investigation). At this abstract level, I designed Agent to possess various

attributes like a reference identity number, type of agent, its goal and status of initializing the agent. I represent the computations involved as a basic type, Compute,
and an agent's goal as the basic type Aim.

lAim, Cornpute]
Agents are often generated for a specific role (e.g., an agent can assume the role of
an information supplier or an agent requesting information).
Role

::

:

Inf o mnati,on S uppli,er I Inf orrn ation Reque st

An agent could detect valuable information or could not. Hence the result of an agent
computation can be represented as a boolean.
Bool

:::

True I False

Ehikioya's model [Eh99a] of an agent is defined as follows.
Agent
agentno '. N
role : Role
status : Bool

aim : F, Ai,rn

Agents in Ehikioya's model terminates afber performing a certain number of computa-

tions. Although the time required for performing a computation is a major attribute,
time-based agent systems are out of the scope of the work presented in this thesis.
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Agentprocess

compute : F Compute
Responsel. : Message

:

Success V

Failure

The agent approach used by [I801] in the domain for e-commerce transactions can be
suitably adapted to the medical domain as well. The execution of an agent's task is
defined as the cartesian product of the agent and its aim. Once an agent performs its

computation

I

it

generates a report.

acti,on: Agent x Azm

---' Report

The definition of Agent and the process agents are commited to are combined in
Agentbased as follows,
Agentbased

= Agent A Agentprocess

IJsers
Finally, the various users (such as Doctors, Nurses, Labarotory technicians, Pharmacists, etc) can be modeled as users of the integrated application. So they can be
defined using a single schema Users ([/sers could be a subset of. Persons). All users

of the application have a login account which lets them access the records to which

they have permission. The login name, composed of a username and a password,
authenticates users.

user"rlarne:: STRING

password:: STRING
group

::: Dr I LabPersonnel I Pharmactsts

I Nurses I Adrninistrators

Database
The following specifications for designing a relational schema are based on the defini-

tion of a relational schema by Elmasri and Navathe [EN9a]. In clescribing a relational
schema we first define DataType and name as basic types.
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[DataType, name]

I then define Attri,bute as a function mapping
to a column in a table.
Attribute

::

a name

to a datatype. This corresponds

naTme -++ DataType

Every defined attribute has a associated value. So, in this specification we assume
Value as a basic type.
fValue]

The value for every attribute (or one of the several attributes) forms a Tuple (corresponding to rows in a table).

Tuple::

Attribute

-+-, Value

Finally, I define a table ( or Relat'ion ) itself.
Columns : seq, Attri,bute

Rows:F

Tuple

#Columns

)

I

An example of a two column table is shown in Table 3.7where (Roy Emmerson, 22) is
an example of one of the rows and "Name" and "Age" correspond to Attri,butes with

STRING and real as their data types, respectively.
Name

Age

Roy Emmerson

22

Stark Living

27

iVlarc Robinson

20

Table 3.7: Two Column Table

Support for maintaining backups for the patient information is an important opera-

tion, so the schema Backup is specified to fulfill this functionality.
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Backup
present : Relatzon
backup : Relatton

The operation of doing a backup can be performed as described in the schema Copu
copa
LBackup
present?, presentl. : Relation
backup! : Relatzon
present?
present?

Additionally, when an erroneous transaction is committed, there is a need to restore
the table to its earlier state. This operation is contained in the schema RolLback.
Rollback

LBackup
present! : Relati,on
backup?, backupt : Relati,on

presentl
backup!

:
:

backup?
backup?

A database is a collection of related information [EN94]. This related infprmation
s tored in tables. Therefore, I define Database as a collection of tables (Relation).
D atabase

::

IF

is

Relati,on

Information from a database either can or can not be obtained based on the mode of
the database (a database can be open or closed). The variable connected is a boolean
representing the open (dbOpen) or the closed mode (dbCtose)
connected

:::

of.

the database

dbOpen I dbClose

The following schema, Db? (I chose the name DB2 arbitarily), initializes the database

to be in the cÌosed mode.
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db : Database

open: connected
opeTl

:

dbClose

The schema OpenDatabøse establishes connection with a database.
OpenDatabase

Databases : P Db2
database', database? : Db2

1rr

: Db2 |

database' :

r

e Databases . r.open

:

dbClose

d,atabase?

database' . op€Tr.

:

dbOpen

After a transaction is committed, the database should be closed. This is specified in
the schema CLoseDatabase.
CloseDatabase

Databases : P Db2
døtabase', database? : Db2
Responsel : Message
database?.open : dbClose
t}nen Responsel : D atabaseN otOpen
else Response! : DatabaseWillbeClosed A

if

(1rr

: Db2 |

databaset

:

r

€ Databases . ï.open

:

dbOpen A

database? A
database' . open : dbClose)

A hospital information system is a safety critical system, so all users must have an
account in the hospital for authentication. Typically, a username and a password
is required for basic authentication. Also, different users exist in the health care
domain (e.g., doctors, nursesT pharmacists, laboratory technicians, receptionists, and
system administrators) and each of the above groups have different access rights in

the hospital. For example, doctors have the right to diagnose and prescribe drugs
while other user groups cannot. These access rights determine

if

a user that wishes
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to perform a certain operation is authorized to do so. The information about a user's
account and access rights is stored

in

User, defined

formally as follows:

User

user : useTTLo,TrLe ,s_, password,
userqroup : usernan¿e -++ qroup
access : userrLarne <--+ (Relation x Accesstype)
dom access C dom zser

Every user who uses the information system software has to supply his/her username

and password.

If the username and password matches the stored values for these

variables/attributes then the user gains entry and a suitable message is displayed to
the user. This use case is captured by the operation Login, defined as follows:
Logi,n

EUser
uname? : ltsernarne
password? : password
messagel. : Message

(uname?, password?)

messagel. :

e user

Success

For various reasons users in the health care domain may want to change their password

periodically. To change a password, the user must first login to the system. The user

then submits his/her old password, new password and a confirmation of the new
password.
ChangePassword

A,User
uname? : usernarne
oldpassw ord?, newpassword?, confi,rmpassword? : password
(uname?, oldpassword?) e user
newpassw ord?
confr.rrnpassw ord?
'r.Lser'
newpassword?}
user Ø {uname?

:

:

è

New users to the system have to be added and then their access levels set. This is one

of the jobs of the system administrator. To add a new user, the system administrator
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must first login and then supply the new user's username and password. The system

then checks the username for uniqueness and the administrator assigns the user to
a usergroup which the new user belongs to so that the user inherits the usergroup
access levels.

AddUser

LUser
admi,n?, newuser? : LLSeTYLarne
adminpassw ord?, newuserpassw ord? : passw ord
ugroup? : group

(. domuser
(admin?, Admtnzstrators) e us ergroup
tJser' : user Ø {newuser? è newuserpassword?}
usergroup' : us€rgrouP @ {newuser? r-- ugroup?}
newuser?

Though users privelages are not likely to change, system administrators should have

the privilege to grant new access levels to existing users. To add privileges, the
administrator first checks for the username and then specifies the table(s) which the
new privelage is/are applicable.

Grant
A.User
adm'in?, uname? : userrLarne
table? : Relati,on
grant? : Accesstype

uname? e domuser
(admi,n? ¡--+ Administrators)
access' :

e

access 0 {uname? e

usergroup

(table?, grant?)}

Administrators should also be able to delete users from the system.
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R.emoue

LUser
adrnin?, DeleteUser? : username

e domuser
(admin?, Administrators) e usergroup
llser' : {DeleteUser?} < user
usergroup : {D eleteU s er?} < usergroup
DeleteUser?

access'

:

{DeleteUser?} <

access

Query Modeling
I now specify the data manipulation commands (DVIL) that

users use in this domain.

These commands (queries) consist of type of access, the table on which the access is
requested, and possibly one or more predicates and constraints.

A simple command

for retrieving a doctor's appointment for a particular day can be modeled

as:

Select Drname
Fþom Doctor

Where date : '1210112002'
Order by Drname;
In the above SQL statement, Select determines the kind of access the query performs
on the table Doctor based on the condition (predicate, that its on the 12th day of
January 2002) and the results are sorted based on the doctor's name. So, to model
a DNIL query we need to specify predicates too. First, we define the following basic
types:
lC

O

M PA RAT

O

R, N U M B ERS, EXP RE S S I O N S,

C otumnl

The COIVIPARATOR basic type can assume one of the following operators
,

),1, ()

(:,t,<

to compare two attributes. The basic type NUMBERS includes the natural

numbers (only natural numbers because of the restriction posed by the Z specification

language). Although we consider only natural numbers, practicaily NUMBER is
universal and can assume any data type (integer, real, etc) when applicable.
For example, in the SQL statement,
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Select Drname Fþom Doctor Where DrID

:

12

the field DIID is a NUMBER
Compare is a basic type which embeds constants and attribute

Compare:::

cot ((C

otumn)) | num (( N U M B E R S >) | erp (( E X P R E S S I O N S ))

In predicates we, therefore, compare two operands (operandl and operand2) of which
operandl is always an attribute to be used for comparison in the table and the other
could be a constant. We represent Pred'icate based on [8N94] and as defined in [In01].
Predicate

operandl,: Column
operator: COMPARATOR
operand2'. Compare

So a query can be formally defined as

Query

v User
rel : F Relation
records:P Tuple
groupby : seqAttribute
pred'icates : F Predi,cate

(- r : Relation o r.Rows

:

records A r.Columns

:

groupby)

In order to generate a report, the application must first accept a query to process the
required report. The schema, AskQueru accepts a user's query.
AskQuery
EUser
uname? '. usernarne
query7 : Query
unatne? € dom access

The process of executing a query based on the user rights has been demonst¡ated in
[In01] and will not be repeated here.
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The individually specified transactions and departments constitute the distributed
and integrated health care system. Thus,

DIHA

2

RoomBooki,ng A ResourceOrdering A, FrontdesÌc A
Distrzbution A LocalMedicalRecord A
Pharmacy A Report

Chapter 4
System Design
"You lcnow you haue ach.ieued perfecti,on'in des'ign, not wlten gou ltaue
nothi,ng more

to add, but when you haue nothing rnore to take au)ay."

-

Antoine de Sai,nt Erupery

This chapter discusses the system architecture of a health care information system

that interfaces with other participating health care organizations. Section 4.1 gives
a description of the architecture and describes the different components of the archi-

tecture. Section 4.2 briefs the reader about query processing in the assumed network
environment. Section 4.3 explains the flow of a patient record in the health care system, Section 4.4 presents the UML diagrams and some of the relevant pseudocodes for
the transactions implemented. Finally Section 4.5 provides a summary of the chapter.

4.L Architecture Design
Any proposed architecture for an integrated distributed health care system must capture, store, search for, retrieve, update and make available information contained in a
patient's medical record. This information can, however, be created and maintained

in geographically distributed locations.
Figure 4.1 gives an overall, Ìogical view of the architecture of the distributed
and integrated health care system presented in this thesis. Figure 4.2 shows the
57
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system's 3-tier physical structure which consists of a Database Repository, Middleware

layer, and the Client's Interface.

w]j{}
/-'-{tr

1*,;tffaner -þ
Participating Health Care tmters

/\

hd
DIH-A. Kernel

U L-J LJ
I
U

i

t

Middlern¡areLayer

Figure 4.1: Architecture of a HIS

The Application lVlodule (Figure 4.1) is the client-level interface to the appli-

cation. This interface lacks intelligence as is appropriate for a web-based design (in
this thesis a web-based design is adopted only to reflect that health care applications
can be web-based) and only passes a user's query to the next

tier. Components in the

tier include middleware and the Distributed and Integrated Health care Appìication (DIHA) kernel. The middleware layer receives a user request (i.e., queries)
second

from the interface, and makes decisions on issues such as authentication, transaction
processing, QoS, load balancing, etc. and then passes the actual query to the kernel

where

it

is executed. The execution of a query involves contacting the database and
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performing the required operations (based on the user request). The kernel receives
the result of query execution from the database, which is then displayed to the user
through the middleware layer. For remote applications that need to access patient
record information stored, for example, in a remote hospital's database, the cìient
interface of the remote application will contact the middleware layer and then the
processing

will continue as before in the local system. The separation of the database

from the client through the middleware layer helps to address security issues in remote
queries and in the local domain. While some of the characteristics of this architecture

impact the formal specifications I have done and presented , other details, for example
in the middleware layer (i.e., QoS, load balancing, etc.), are beyond the scope of this
thesis.

F"t"t-ñ--]

\t-tl

F"*ffiil

/'

'\

D atabase

\-1
:
\j

//t-\

lo*l

Clierts

Middleware

D atabas e

Figure 4.2: The Three-Tier Architecture of a Health Care System

Architecture of the Implementation
Figure 4.3 shows the architecture of the prototype implementation. Users access the

appìication from various workstations spread across a hospital. The application's
user interface allows users

to

access

the database. AII users are authenticated before
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they can access any of the access-based modules of the system (e.g., the modules for

doctors). Once a user is authenticated the user's query is passed to the database
server where the user's query is executed. Authentication of the user determines the

privileges of the user. People at the frontdesk (Patient Scheduler (PS)

in

Figure

4.3) acts as an interface between patients and doctors. Patients interact with these
personnel to arrange appointment times with doctors and/or care-providing personnel

in the hospital. They are also responsible for updating the personal information of
patients (as shown in Figure a.a@) - Frontdesk Package). From the PS, patient
records move to the Care Providers (CP). CPs represent all the personnel in the
hospital who diagnose patients. The encounter between patients and CP personnel
results in CP medicating the patients (e.g, the CP could only prescribe medicines
and/or forward patients to laboratory to have some tests performed and/or refer the
patients to another CP to obtain a second opinion, etc (as shown in Figure 4.4 (b) Doctor Package). Medication results in patients either responding to the treatment
of the doctor or visiting the doctor again for post medication problems.

Eì El
-

-

Wotutåìion Wotuldion

tchb_l

IEII

-

Sbrkstâtbn

W

Figure 4.3: Architecture of the Present Implementation
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Figure 4.4 (b)

Figure 4.4 (c)
Figure 4.4 (d)

Figure 4.4: Components of the Software Architecture

4.2

Flow between Interface-Database

Figure 4.5 illustrates the application-database connection in the proposed integrated

heaÌth care architecture. Both ìocal and remote users' interface are shown.
assumed

that the client interface applications will interface to the network

it

is

using

industry-standard protocols (i.e., the Tlansmission Control Protocol/Internet Proto-

col (TCP/IP)) and that database queries wilì be supported using Open Database
Connectivity (ODBC).

In a distributed

environment, various departments/health care system co-

operate in offering care to a patient. Health care application gives privilege to access

information from a database in the local area network and the database of the participating hospital across the Internet. If the software is developed as a web application
and a browser is used as the interface then information from databases shouÌd be
made compatible to the browser by the use of appropriate markup languages, e.g,

XML.
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Middleware of
the application

lnterilnttz Nehuork

Middleware of
the application

Figure 4.5: Flow from/to Database from/to User Interface

4.3 Patient Flow
The patient record is initialized when the patient visits the hospital for treatment.
The patient's record is then accessed by the people at the front desk to review the
patient's situation who forward the patient to a doctor. The doctor then views the

patient's medical record and listens to the patient to determine the cause of the
patient's visit and also to make an initial diagnosis about the patients health. Then
depending on the condition of the patient, the doctor either directs the patient to
a laboratory to obtain test reports (laboratory tests might include blood, urine and
saliva tests). Doctors can also send patients to obtain reports (such as X-ray and

ultrasound) or the doctor might just prescribe medication and update the medical
record of the patient (generally laboratory bests and diagnostic imaging are offered

institution). A doctor also ensures that the patient is not allergic to
the drug he/she prescribes by checking the patient's medical record. The patient
in the

same

takes any prescriptions to the pharmacist and the patient's medical record updated.

Laboratory personnel and the imaging specialists perform their respective tests and
forward the reports to the doctor (if need be). The doctor then explains to the patient

the state of his/her health. Figure 4.6 illustrates this patient flow process.
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Figure 4.6: Patient Flow in Health care
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Algorithms and UML Diagrams

This section presents the object model and algorithms that capture the various functionalities of the design. The purpose of these algorithms and diagrams is to provide

better understanding of tìre specifications and enhance communication between the
persons developing the software and the pemons who requested the software. "Devel-

oping software is a continuous process and is never complete" [Oe99]. Additions and
modifications to the deveìoped software is a regular process and, at times, if the design

of the system is not well thought out, the modifications can prove expensive. Hence,
software developers shouÌd interact with the users of the system at an intermediate
stage to verify that the system being developed is indeed the system sought. The
various UIVIL diagrams represent the activities (e.g., starting from a patient's visit

for ailment, medication received for the problem, etc.) ancl they help in visualizing
the system in different perspectives. Some of the UML diagrams used in this thesis
includes Use Case, State, Activity, Sequence, and Deployment diagram.

The follwong sub-sections expÌain the alogithms that is clefined by the name
of the sub-section.

Patient Search
in a health care organization is to maintain patients'
records. A health care facility assigns a unique identity number to every patient
who gets care from that facility. Information about a patient in that health care can
One of the important activities

be retrieved when this identity number is given as an input (patient's information
retrieval is also necessary to commit updates on the record). Searching records by a
patient's name is generally more useful because patients do not often remember their
medical number. Hence, a name-based search should also be supported. Figure 4.7
searches

patient.

for a patient record based either on the medical number or the name of the
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7,: Search Patient

Variables

x : Patient's Name or Medical Number
P¡ : Patient j in the Patient List P
name, medno

: Attributes of Patients

found : Boolean

*/

SearchPatient (x) operation:

found

:

false

FOREVERY(P¡ in the Patient List P)

If ((P¡.name :: x) or (P¡.medno :: x)) THEN

found : true
DisplayDetails(P, )
ELSE
found : false

ShowMessage ("No such patient exists")

ENDIF
END{FOR}

Figure 4.7: Search for a Record

-

Patient

Create Patient Record
When a patient visits a health care organization, the personnel at the frontdesk
searches for the patient's details. If no details about the patient exist, the front-

patient. This new record consists
of the demographic and insurance details and the vital statistics of the patient. On
desk personnel then creates a new record for the

committing the transaction, the unique patient number (generated automatically or
one of the unique

input fields, such as social insurance number) is mapped to that

particular patient. Figure 4.8 shows the process of creating a patient record.

Password Verification
In a hospital several users access patient records. As described earlier, the

users

include doctors, frontdesk personnel, and laboratory personnel among others. Since
patients medical records are confidential,unauthorized users should not be allowed

to

access these records.

This requires that the respective personnel are allowed to

view and edit only that information to which they are authorized. Figure 4.9 shows
the user authentication algorithm based on the password verification approach. On
authentication the system checks the role of the personnel in the health care system
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Record

Variables

x : Patient's Name
Pi : Patient j in the Patient List P
name, address, contacts, insurance, and sin

medno
found

: unique identifier

: Patient's Attributes

: Boolean */

Create(record) operation:
SearchPatient(x)
IF SearchPatient(x).found : faÌse THEN
Get x.name, x.address, x.contacts. x.insurance, x.dob, x.sin. x.vitals
Insert(x.name, x.address, x.contacts, x.insurance, x.sin, x.vitals)
ShowMessage( "Patient's Nledical Record Created Successfr-rlly" )
x.medno: Pj.medno * 1
ELSE
ShowlVlessage("Patient details exist in the database")

ENDIF

Figure 4.8: Insertion of Patient Record

and accordingly lets the user access parts of the software the user is authorized to
access.

Room Booking
A patient is admitted to a hospital on the recommendation of a doctor. To book

a

room the necessary inputs are the patient details (e.g., name) and the dates for which

the room is required.
On receiving the inputs the application checks the availability of a room of
desired type for that particular date. A user can request a particular kind of room

(e.g. corner room, non air conditioned room) etc); if such a room is available then
the result is displayed as a success and the patient is mapped to that room. If the
type of room requested by the patient is not available then a general search of room
availability is performed. If any acceptable room is available, the room is reserved for
the patient. Figure 4.10 captures this process

.
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Algorithm 3: Password Verification
/*

Variables
user : User of the application
User¡ : User j in the User List, User

uid, pwd : Attributes for authentication

*/

PasswordVerification(Username, Password) operation:
IF ((user.id :: User'¡) and (user.pwd:: Userj.pwd)) THEN
CASE

IF

:: Doctor) THEN
Display(Doctor Form)

(user

ELSE

:: Frontdesk Personnel) THEN
Display(Frontdesk Form)
ELSE
IF (user

:: Laboratory Personnel) THEN
Display (Laboratory Form)
ENDiF
END{CASE}
IF

(user

ELSE
ShowMessage( "Authentication Failure" )

ENDIF

Figure 4.9: Password Verification

Patient Medical Record Retrieval
A patient medical record can be generated in various ways. In this thesis, we generate

a comprehensive medical record of the patient based on earlier encounters of the
patient with health care professionals. To generate encounter-based medical records,
search is not limited to only the encounters recorded in the patient-doctor encounter

database but also records from the databases of laboratories (for image files and

test results) and pharmacies (for drugs that the patient bought) should be retrieved.
Figure 4.11 illustrates the retrieval of medical record.

Pharmacy Processing
Patients purchase drugs from the pharmacy. When a patient purchases drugs, the
details (such as cost and quantity purchased) are recorded. A report is generated for
the patient and the stock of drug is reduced by the same quatity purchased by the

patient. Figure 4.12 illustrates code which captures this scenario.
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Algorithm 4: Book Room
/*

Variables
Alli : F'oom j in the List of all Rooms
Pør¡ : Room j (heated/non-heated, etc.) in the List of Rooms Par

Note that Par C All
y : Patient's Name
x : Date room is requested */
found

:

Boolean

*/

BookRoom(y, x) operation:
founcl

:

false

FOREVERY(Par¡ in the room list Par)
IF (Par¡.date:: x) THEN
found

:

true

ShowMessage

(

"Room unavailable"

)

CASE

FOREVERY( All¡ in the Room list
IF (,4lf .date:: x) THEN
found : true

)

ShowMessage( "Room unavailable

ELSE
found

:

")

false

ShowMessage("Room of type ,4lf. Availabie")
IF patient accepts room AII¡ THEN

Insert(y, x)

u*o"rrfott
END {FOR}
END {CASEi

ELSE

ShowMessage("Room of type Par¡ Availabie")

Insert(y x)
ENDIF
END{FOR}

Figure 4.10: Book Room

UML Diagrams
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Algorithm 5: Medi,cal
/*

Record

Variables

MedicalRecord : encounter records
Paú¡ : Patient j in the Patient List Pat
medno : nnique patient identifier,
Encounter, Laboratory and Department list
Retrieve(lVledicalRecord)

:

Database of interactions

:

FOREVERY( Pat¡ ín the Patient List Pai)
If (Paú¡.medno :: x) THEN
found

:

true

FOREVERY (Pat¡ in Encounter List)
RetrieveEncounter

(

Paú¡.medno)

END{FOR}
FOREVERY (Pat¡ in Laboratory List)
RetrievelabTest ( Pai, .meclno)

END{FOR}
FOREVERY (Pat¡ in Depzrrtmeni List)
iVliscDetails

(

Paú¡ meclno)
.

END{FOR}
GenerateReport (Encounter, Laboratory, Department )

ELSE

ShowMessage ("New Patient! No Recorcl")

ENDIF
END{FOR}

Figure 4.11: Retrieve Vledical Record

Algorithm 6: Pharrnacy Process'ing
/*

Variables

x : Drug name
qty : Quantity
IVIed¡ : Medicine j in the Medicine List NIed
medname, cost : Attributes of Med.¡ * I
Pharmacy Processing(x)
GetlVledicine(*, qty)
FOREVERY(Med,, in the Nledicine List'VIed')

If

(Med¡.medname

::

x) THEN

RetriveDetails(Med¡)
ComputeCost(M ed¡ .price, M ed¡.øtV)
GenerateRep ort ( M eQ, .medname, M ed¡

ReduceStock(*, qty)

.

etl,

M ed, . cost, date)

ENDIF

If (Metlr.qty <: qty) THEN
ShowNlessage("Medicine running out of Stock " )

ENDIF
END{FOR}

Figure 4.12: Pharmacy

*/
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OtÞr LaboEbry peÞnn€l and
aro captured under'.he class

L3borã1ry

Figure 4.13; Patient lViedical Record as Developed: Class- Object Diagram

Figure 4.13 represents the cìass model for the electronic patient record system de-

At the root is the hospital where a patient receives care and
where these records are stored. In a hospital, there are several classes of employees and care providers who directly or indirectly interact with the meclical records
scribed in this thesis.

of a patient. Again, these include doctors, nursesT laboratory technicians, the front
desk personnel, etc.

All

users inherit attributes (name, sin, address, etc) from the

health care personnel class and groups of users in the environment also have special
attributes (e.g., doctors have additional attributes like specialization). In Figure 4.13
there exists certain generic classes (e.g., doctors and laboratory) which represents

other subclasses (such as specialist doctors and laboratory specialists). Each user
has a distinct set of permissible executable operations on a patient's medical record
(u.g., u nurse can update existing information about a patient but cannot add any

information (or new finding) about the patient as only doctors will be authorized to
do so). Patient medical records are used by the various personnel depicted in the
above diagram.
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Figures 4.14 and 4.15 depict the flow of patients in a health care system using Use
case and sequence diagrams respectively.

a)
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/Ñ
I

Leborålory
Technician

Figure 4.14: Patient Flow - Use Case Diagram

Figure 4.14 shows a use case diagram for a typical interaction between a patient

and a doctor. To start, a patient goes to the doctor for treatment. The doctor
then examines the patient and prescribes (in this case) drugs for the patient. The
pharmacist dispenses any drugs prescribed for the patient. Sometimes when the
doctor feels there is a need for a specialist's opinion, the doctor may refer a patient

to a specialist who in turn may request a specific laboratory test. The patient then
returns to the specialist with the test results.
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The following sequence diagram shows one of the possible sequence of patient flow in
a health care.

f"-""
t-l

I

l
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I

Figure 4.15: Patient FIow Sequence Diagram

The activities in Figure 4.15 are similar to that of Figure 4.14 but depicted âsa
sequence of events.
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To view a patient's medical record the user needs authorization. Authentication is
done to assure the safety and confidentiality of medical records. Sufficient security
checks are performed

to ensure that the medical records are not

accessed

by unau-

thorized personnel. The doctor (or any authorized user) after being authenticated
searches

for the medical record of a patient. If the search is success then the record

is displayed otherwise an error message is displayed. Possibìe reasons for error messages include the

patient being a first time visitor or the patient's records having been

deleted (i.e., remove the patient record as active and put
shows the

it in an archive). Figure

4.16

activity diagram for authenticating an user and processing a user's request

to view a patient's medical

recorcl.
Usem¡me

coñêÈ1 u5ár

fÌeûìê o{
password

Pagw¿ord

AuthÊntlcâtê

,mh

Enor in

Search Patient

lnput

found

Shory medical record

Close

Figure 4.16: User Authentication/ Search Operation
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The flow of patients in the health care system begins with the interaction between
patients and the frontdesk personnel. The following diagrams (Figures 4.17 and 4.18)
show the activities

in the frontdesk using activitiy and State chart diagrams.
seardl

Enter SIN and ottær details

Figure 4.17: Two Operations in the Front Desk : Activity Diagram

Figure 4.17 represents two frontdesk operations: searching for patients and adding
patients to the system. A patient's record is searched based on the sin number,

if

there is a match, the record is updated other wise error message is displayed and the
user can start again by making a ne\M search.
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Frontdesk personnel also search fior any available resources. The resources couÌd be
anything/anyone who could offer some health care service to a patient.

<< parallel sea¡ch >>
t'ìe llsl
available hosp¡tâls to
make ihe best

choice
<< sr.¡ccess >>

lf the resource
under csnside¡atiofl
is available a
ûìessâge ls
displayed

Figure 4.18: Search for a Resource : State Chart
Figure 4.18 shows the idea behind making heaìth care facility distributed. In case of
emergency, access to the best available service a patient can get in the vicinity could
save the patient's

life. Applications should also communicate with other hospitals to

retrieve information such as available number of beds in wards and operating theaters.

A parallel search is done to retrieve the hospital, which can offer the best service at
that moment.
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The pharmacy supplies the drugs required by patients in the health care system.

it is necessary to maintain

that need to be replenished . Figure
4.19 shows the flow of activities during the update of drug inventory information
in the pharmacy database. The requested drug's available stock in the database is
retrieved. The process is repeated for the desired number of drugs. All drugs with
Hence,

a log of drugs

low stock are recorded for re-ordering.

Repeåt for another drug

Add to list of Dnrgs to be ordered

Figure 4.19: Drug Update in Pharmacy Inventory
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Patients visit doctors for treatment. A doctor, depending upon the diagnosis, could
advise the patient to have certain tests performed in the laboratory. The activities in

the laboratory should also be captured.

Name & Update Recard

/\/\
Subrnit to Patìenl
)(
\/
\,

Send to Referring Doctor

./

Figure 4.20: Laboratory Activity Diagram

Figure 4.20 shows the activities (e.g., blood samples, etc) in a laboratory. A patient
visits the laboratory to perform any requested test. The laboratory technician may
scan results and images,

if

any, updates the patient's record.
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Figures 4.27 and 4.22 capture ways patients can view their medical record.

FI
I

DisplayResult{)

Figure 4.27: Patients Accessing Vledical Records : Sequence Diagram

The application should enable patients to view their medical status online. Like all
other users, patients are authenticated and a patient's query is executed to retrieve
the patient's information from a particular hospital. Figure 4.21 represents this use
case scenario as a sequence diagram.
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In a distributed environment, a patient should have access to not only information
from one health care provider where the patient regularly receives care, but also
should be able to retrieve/view the records from the participating hospitals where
he/she received care.

Figure 4.22: Nfedical Record Retrieval from Participating Hospitals

Figure 4.22 shows the implementation diagram for the patient's access of a medical
record. A patient can have access to any number of health care providers'.

Chapter

5

Implementation
"

There are two ways of constructing a software design; one way is to

malce i,t so simple that there are obu,iously

way is to make

it

The fi,rst method is

no

defi.ci,enc,ies,

and tl¿e other

so complicated that there are no oba,ious defi,ciencies.

far more di,fficult." - C. A. R. Hoare

.

This chapter explains the implementation strategies and the various screen shots of the

implementation. The screen shots shown are generated when various kinds of users
(".g as a doctor, pharmacist, laboratory technician and the front clesk personnel)
interact with the system.

5.1

Implementation Environment

The prototype was developed and tested on a heterogeneous database environment
(Access and DB2) distributed across a cluster of windows workstations (running Windows

NT). The implementation of the prototype is in Microsoft Visual Basic 6.0,

as

this software supports object oriented programming and aids in the rapid development

of prototypes including GUl-based interactive systems.
80
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Implementation Strategies

When deveÌoping the software one important consideration was the end-users. Since
the end-users are the people who will use the software, they should be involved during

the entire implementation (and the customization of the software for a particular
user profile). A thorough research on user inputs for similar applications was made

to study the various advantages that
The implementation was developed
interoperability between the various

to get from such systems.
progressively because this helps in designing the
user profiles . A medical record system integrates
users would want

the various autonomous departments, otherwise the overall benefit cannot be realized;
hence we provide a wrapper integrator

5.3

to encapsulate the various modules.

Run-Time Behaviour

The following screen shots iÌlustrates user interactions relating a patient's visit to
a hospital for treatment. As described, a medical record is generated based on the
various encounters the patient has had with the medical personnel in the hospital.
The developed impÌementation when executed prompts the user for his/her user name
and password to authenticate the user. All user names are assigned with respect to

the user's role in the health care domain. For instance, a doctor in the domain has a
username starting

ning with

"fr".

with "dr"

and a front desk personnel has his/her user name begin-

The prefix (dr, fr) determines the access rights for the various user

profile.

Figure 5.1 shows the login screen for the application to validate the user. The form
allows users to submit their user name and password and/or cancel the operation.

If the password supplied is incorrect then an error is reported and the application
prompts the user to re-try with the correct password. Also, if the user name does
not exist, an error message is generated informing the user to change the user name
entered.
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:Eútè¡$ui U!éinamè,and,Pdsswoid;

Figure 5.1: Form for user authentication

The following figures (Figure 5.1 - 5.18) illustrate some of the activities a front desk
personnel performs

in a health care system.

The front clesk personnel are primarily responsible for scheduling patients with doc-

tors. They are also responsible for generating bills for using health care resources.

Figure 5.2: Form showing the front desk menu

Figure 5.2 shows the start up screen with the menu details for a front desk user.
For booking appointments, the patient details are collected. This includes the demographic, insurance and the immunization details as shown in Figures 5.3 to 5.7.
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Figure 5.3: Form showing patient details

Figure 5.3 shows the form that is used by the front desk personnel to create new
patient records. The user inputs the patient's personal information, this includes the
patient's identification number (I use patient's SIN to gurantee uniqueness of the pa-

tient's medical records) , address, phone number, contact person's name and phone
number. This form and the subsequent forms are designed with user optons to save,
clear and close the form while certain forms having more user controls for customized
operations.

Figure 5.4 shows the form front desk personnel use to capture the address details of a

patient. The patient's name and medical number automatically are copiecl from the
form shown in Figure 5.3. The form allows patients to specify both their temporary
and permanent address for future communication.

Figure 5.5 shows the form front desk personnel uses to capture the insurance details
of a new patient.

Figure 5.6 shows the form where a patient's immunization records are updated. Front
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Figure 5.4: Form showing patient's address details

Figure 5.5; Form showing patient insurance details

desk personnel are also gather

Figure 5.7.

vital statistics information on the patient

as shown in
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Figure 5.6: Form showing immunization details

Figure 5.7: Vital statistics of patients

Appointment times are modelled as slots over the day and a slot represents one finite period of time. While scheduling patients with doctors, a number of customized

to be modeled. The following form (Figure 5.8) captures the scenario
when a patient requests an appointment on a particular day.
queries have
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Srinivasan Dr.5¡i5am

!ahu!

Sachin

Ma¡k

Qr.9r|9ery.
DrSri 5æ
Dr.SriSam

Figure 5.8: Form showing appointment search - date based

When date is the constraint to a patient, the front desk personnel performs a search

to view all doctors that may have available appointment times on the date requested

in Figure 5.8). Users can clear the result of the query and view a different
date or ihey can close the form. If the patient is willing to be scheduled in one of the
(as shown

available times then the user points to the preferred time and Figure 5.9 is displayed.

Làstl.l91ne

FrstNàme

[[-'

[-

þffi-l
, o¿¡..wffil' : 9'ó![,]l']
sl¡r

Docror

,
Patirenl

9eyu,,l

'.'ir""r,

l,

cró¡'

I

Lisíbåled on.the LætNamé

FirstN¿mélLætNáinelAddres.' lPhone
Fìahul
Dravid
2 Måste¡ Strret 1234567
1

Figure 5.9: Form showing appointment booking - flexible search

In Figure 5.9, a "wild card" search is performed on last name, returning all the patient details whose name starts "dra". The corresponding name is chosen and the
user makes sure

that correct patient is considered for an appointment by verifying the
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address and phone number of the patient.

LaslNæ

FrdNæ l-

þl-

p*"-1
'su,l--ilr..
oa.@tnnl"*V,sur [-

Figure 5.10: Form showing appointment booking - changing patient details

If there is a need to

change the patient details, the user clicks on

the "Yes" option of

the dialogue box (shown in Figure 5.10) to modify the patient details.

ræny.r9e

ûy lõãã wãir rn - :r- I I !'is;ncé Nøóa

lroi.æaey

lñã-.

tMæe8y lN/À

li Seadr il

I,,,.1;M#e!úiÉiá:
lNðniPNrtu

Uodae

I

0ea I

.

l¡E6Gõ-

lñãlN/A

üæe

I

Figure 5.11: Form showing an update on patient details

The patient's details are populated in Figure 5.11 from the unique record of the patient
chosen using the form shown

in Figure 5.10. The user can then change the applicable
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details and closes the form. If no update of patient data is required, the user clicks

the "No" option of the dialogue box (as shown in Figure 5.10) to continue and book
the patient appointment.Again,the patient's details are passed to the corresponding
text boxes of the form (originally shown as Figure 5.9 and now revised in Figure 5.I2.).

ErilfiffitÏl
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þfrffi-
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Fræ-1ssst

Docto,

sulfe¡s lrcm seve¡e head ache and
body adre. Has the above problem for

@,
Påtieñt L¡st básèd on

órn¡;,1,,qe!".,|

théLætN¡ile

ftrstNätd

LåstNáme

Phã6ã

Srinivasan

Sampelh 1l-WaltonAvenue

4746728

Figure 5.12: Form showing appointment booking

Often, patients' forget the name of the doctor that last treated them but might want
to be treated (or not treated) by the same doctor. Hence, earlier instances of patient's
visits should be able to be referred to when booking an appointment.
Figure 5.13 shows a screen that supports two kinds of searches for obtaining patient

information. A patient's details can be searched for either by their medical number
or their name. When the medical number is submitted, the application outputs the
corresponding patient's name and displays the patient's previous appointment details
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st¡t

:.,':,:,.lõìisìGõ¡-

Figure 5.13: Form showing patient search -

1

as shown in Figure 5.14.

lnfomalion of a Pàtientin the

FlstNgma

,,Aaa'æ
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fir34s6i

)octorNamel Cmolai¡rt
Dr.Sri

.

I

Sam Headache

Daté

Slot

O8lO1Ì2003

M'
Figure 5.14: Form showing patient search - 2

Figure 5.14 displays the details like the demographic details and the previous appointment dates and times, reason for the patient's visit for encounters with various doctors.
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Front desk users should also retrieve queries of users might want to have the first
appointment available with a particular cloctor between two dates.
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Figure 5.15: Form showing appointment search - Doctor-based

Figure 5.15 shows the form that displays a list of unavailable (i.e. booked) appointment times with a doctor between two requested dates.
Following a patient's visit, the front desk perconnel also generate bills to update the
insurance companies. A patient can also receive a hard copy of the

bill,

hence the ap-

plication supports ways for generating such bills. Figure 5.16 shows one such sample
bilt.
The front desk users also check for the availability of resources in the local hospital
and resource availability in other health care institutions. Figure 5.77 allows the user

to fill in details of the date requested and the resources requested. The person and the
hospital requesting the resource are populated automatically. On clicking the "Sub-

mit" button information is retreived from the
(as shown

in Figure 5.18).

database of the participating hospital
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For Sylvonus Health Cere,

Figure 5.16: Form showing appointment bill generation

The following figures (Figure 5.19 - 5.25) ilustrate some of the activities done by a
doctor once he/she is authenticated in to the system. The doctor's menu is shown in
Figure 5.19.

When a doctor is authenticated, the appointments the doctor has for the day are
displayed along with a set of menu options. On choosing a particular patient and
clicking one of the menu options, the doctor performs the selected action on the chosen patient (e.g., choosing the first record and then choosing the diagnosis button
allows doctors to diagnose the first patient (as shown in Figure 5.20).
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Figure 5.17: Form showing request for resource

. lWärdi: lECE..ì lDrlhætré
Gr¿ce ' l00i 12
12
Vicroria.lOOi
012.
Hcoital

Figure 5.18: Form showing resource availability in other health care institutions

After diagnosis a doctor may write a prescription for the patient. Figure 5.21 illlusbrates

this process.

Doctors may also refer patients to specialists. In my implementation I have captured

referral as an internal process, where doctors within the organization refer patients

to each other. Figure 5.22 shows the referral form.
Doctors view a patient's medical record to get a better understanding of the patient.
Hence, my implementation retrieves information about the patient from different de-

partments of the health care institution to present a consolidated view. Figure 5.23
shows a sample encounter record.
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Figure 5.19: Form showing Doctor's Menu
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Figure 5.20: Form showing patient diagnostics

In the encounter record images (e.g., x-ray or trCG) may be included. Doctors have
the freedom to zoom in/out images. This aÌlows doctors to view diagnostic images
more clearly to make more accurate inferences.

The vertical scroll bar to the right of the image (shown in Figure 5.25) allows users to
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Figure 5.21: Form showing prescription filling
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Figure 5.22: Form showing patient referring

zoom in or zoom out the image. Figure 5.24 and Figure 5.25 shows the same image
before and after being zoomed respectively.

After viewing the image, the form can be cìosed by clicking the close button, which
takes the user back to the form shown

in Figure

5.23.

The pharmacy in a health care instituion, dispenses medicine to patients and updates

the drug information in the database.
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Søn

Dr.SriS¿m

Figure 5.23: Form showing an encounter record

Figure 5.24: Form showing image before zoom

Figure 5.26 shows a typical form where a pharmacist dispenses drugs.

In Figure 5.26 illustrates drug dispensing by a pharmacist. To delete a wrong entry,
pharmacist clicks on the corresponding drug as shown in Figure 5.27.
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Figure 5.25: After Zoom

Figure 5.26: Form showing drug dispense

Pharmacist completes the transaction by clicking on "Bill" on the form shown in Fig-

ure 5.26. This forces the application to pop up a window displaying the count and
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Figure 5.27: Form showing drug deletion

cost of the drugs sold as shown in Figure 5.28. The final list of drugs purchased is

listed on the form shown in Figure 5.29.

Figure 5.28: Form showing the count and cost of drugs

Drugs in the purchased list should have the flexibility to be deleted before the pay-

ment is committed. Figure 5.30 captures this process. The application should be
interactive to the user instructions. The process of deleting the drug should be acknowledged to the user. Figure 5.31 reflects this. The purchase of drugs should be
generated as a

bill. This bill is similar to Figure 5.16.
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Figure 5.29: Form showing purchase list

Figure 5.30: Delete Chosen Drug

In

a laboratory, users

typically add and update patient records

as per the

instructions

of doctors (i.e., the users add patient records to the laboratory database and update

the records after the test results are obtained). Foìlowing figures (see Figures 5.32
and 5.33) capture the this scenario.
As with other users, a laboratory user can perform a wild character search to identify

patients (e.g., name contains "sam") in the Figure 5.32. This results in another pop
up window with all patients names starting "sam". The laboratory user chooses the
appropriate patient record and the other details are populated automatically based
on the patient selected.
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Figure 5.31: Drug Deletion Confirmation
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Figure 5.32: Adding a Patient Record - Laboratory Nlodule

Figure 5.33: Form showing matching patient record - laboratory module

To match a laboratory test with a particular Doctor-Patient encounter, laboratory
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users choose a particular encounter (various laboratory referrals

of patients over

a

period of time is displayed in another window and the user has the freedom to choose
one of the matching interactions).

Fir'

llããäñi;i-ll
FFtE+füllRt-

lSri-SriSamJuþ20 ¡
Sri.SriSamleqJul|

I

lSriSriSam.skull'J

jJ

Lab
tested tor ên öltèck ofpneumonìa and
results were neqðl¡ve.

Figure 5.34: Associating a record with the Corresponding Doctor-Patient Encounter

After matching the record, the laboratory user updates the patient record by assigning
the matching file name referring to the test results (e.g., X-Ray images,ECG reports,

etc.). The user gives his/her view on the report.
Finally, the administrators are responsible for maintaining the database and managing the resources (adding and deleting as needed) in the system. The folìowing forms
are displayed when a user is authenticated as a system administrator (i.e., the user
has a prefix "ad" on his/her user name). The following forms (Figure 5.35 and Figure
5.36) illustrate the process of adding new users to the system by the administrators.

Figure 5.37 shows a form that allows administrators to delete other users from the
system. Similarly, other resources (e.g., laboratory machines, etc) are also added to
the system. An administrator updates the information on addition of such resources.

In addition to adding and deleting

employees, administrators also configure certian

key attributes required by the application (e.g., the organization name) tax rates and
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Figure 5.35: Form showing adding new employees

Figure 5.36: Form showing updating address details of employees

the database this application uses. Figures (5.38 - 5.41) shows the configuration of
such fields.

Figure 5.38 shows a screen that allows administrators to change the organization's
name.

Figure 5.39 shows a screen that allows, system administrators to update the cost for
using any of the services in the health care system. Figure 5.40 shows the form the
system admnistrators use

to

change

the ODBC/Database used by the health care
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Figure 5.37: Form displaying deleting employees profiles
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Figure 5.38: Setting the Organization Name and Logo

application.
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Figure 5.39: Form showing setting of cost for using resources

On clicking the " Change ODBC/Database", the apllication opens the Windows Data
Source Administrator for changing the ODBC as shown

in Figure

Users can also generate various reportsl ond 2 pertaining

5.41.

to patient's visit,

resource

usage and doctor's appointments on a particular day or week. Following figures (Fig-

we 5.42 - 5.52) shows some of the reports developed.
Invoices, as described earlier, are generated for the use of health care resources (e.g.
rooms and laboratory services). Forms (5.47 and 5.48) show such invoices.

lThe logo in the header of the report is copyright of The Arden Theatre Company image available
at http //wwrv. ardentheatre.org
2The logo on the body of the report is copyright of University of Nlissouri available at
:

www.system. missouri.edu/ vpacad f images/sigilÌ. gif
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Database
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Figure 5.40: Setting the ODBC Database used by the health care application

Reports of drugs ordered in the pharmacy are also generated. Figures 5.49 and 5.50
show reports of drug orders. Reports of doctors interaction

with patients have to be

generated as well. Figures 5.51 and 5.52 show the interaction reports.

A consolidated bill on the patient's visit is also to be developed as shown in Figure
5.53.

5.4

Deployment and Quality Assurance Strategies

Quality Assurance (QA) is the vaÌidation and verification of a system performed by
end users rather than by the software developers or the software testers. A number

of attributes determine the quality of a software system [So92], however not alÌ of
the criteria are applicable to every software developed [BP8a]. Some QA attributes,
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Figure 5.41: Windows Data Source Administrator Window

which relates to this application are explained in the following paragraph.

The application in this thesis is windows-based, hence little or no effort will be required to make the application run on other windows-based system, thus supporting
portability. For a good understanding of the system, the design, implementation, and
the testing of the system are documented. The application itself includes help files
and commented source codes to aid the understanding of the system. Various users
application for various purposes. The faults for a particular user profile do
not halt the proper working of the system (offering reliability). The transactions in
the implementation are based on the formal specifications, supporting correctness of
access the

the software.
Software quality assurance guarantees the quality of the development process and

products. A well defined software development process yields high quality software
[So92]. Hence, a great deal of time and effort was devoted in formulating a wellplanned software development process.

A constant review of the software developed helped in examining parts and all of
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Figure 5.42: Report showing the list of all employees working in Sylvanus Health Care
Center

the system. Notes on the review were recorded and the problems identified

were

corrected. A thorough review of earlier system designs gave better insight into the
various problems encountered in the development of the system and how to resolve

them. Verification and validation of a software accompanies the software accompanies
product through out its implementation. Verification and validation involves an analysis of the product using both static and dynamic approaches. Formal specification
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Figure 5.43: Report showing doctors belonging to a particular specialization

and verification was done guaranteeing the mapping between the implementation and

the specification (the formal specification itself was guaranteed freed of types and log-

ical errors using the Z-Eves tool) and dynamic verification was done using functional
testing (black-bor testi,ng).

Testing any application usually demonstrates the existence of errors. Defects often
exists in complex systems even after detailed testing. A successful defect test displays

the presence of defects in the soflware under consideration. Testing the application involved performing unit and module tests using typical test data and testing the code

during the implementation of individual components of the software system. Unit
testing confirms that the tested units adhered to the purpose of their implementa-

tion. After implementing various modules (e.g., doctor modules, front desk modules,
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Figure 5.44: Report showing a doctor's appointments for a particular day

etc), the modules were integrated. Sub-system and system testing were performed on

the integrated modules to expose interface conflicts and validate the system, respec-

tively. The detected defects were corrected and the above tests repeated
testing) to account for the modifications.

(regressi,on

Since, the application is enterprise-based and will be used across a network, stress
tests of the software with increasing load was performed. Stress testing showed that
overloading the system does not cause any anomaliesin the software. Poor usability
may result from badly designed user interface. With mulitple navigational windows
and various number of clicks (Click-Depth) the user could be lost during the naviga-
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Figure 5.45: Report showing all appointments for a particular day

tion. Usability results, often reveal poor designing problems (in terms of layout

and

structure).

The deployment of the application to the end user is the ultimate aim in developing
software systems. Hence, adoption of a sound deployment strategy is a prerequisite

for the ultimate

success

of the software. The deployment strategy for this project

was based on several phases as described
phase of the sofbware,

in [Sc99]. For example, in the

inception

initial deployment strategies were planned for with a focus on

identifying the end users and releasing the software at once rather than progressively.
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Figure 5.47: Report showing the room renting charges
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Figure 5.48: Report showing the laboratory resources invoice
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Figure 5.50: Report showing the drug ordered with a particular supplier
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Figure 5.51: Report showing the doctor patient interaction
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Conclusions
" I find that the harder
Jefferson (1743-1826)

I

worlc, the more luck

I

seem to hat)e."

-

Thomas

This chapter summarizes the contributions of the thesis and expÌores some areas of
the potential future work. This thesis provided a formal specification of transaction
processing for a distributed, integrated health care system with focus on eiectronic
patient record.

6.1

Summary of Contributions

The thesis contributes to research of application of computers in the health care
domain in the following ways:
1.

It

formalizes the transactions of a patient with the medical community and

formally models the design of those aspects of a health care system that impacts
electronic medical record.

2. A formal specification of the health care system was developed and a description
ofthe adopted integrated health care system architecture, including the different
object models developed using UNIL was presented.

3. A system was implemented to reflect parts of formal specifications.
118
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Co¡¡cr,usroi.ls

4. This thesis provides a good

119

case

study for learning and transferring skills in

formal software design.

6.2

Future Work

The implementation of certain functionality of the system was not attempted and was
lefb for future

work. Few of them include:

1. Various transactions that are specified need to be refined and customized to
tailor the needs of a particular health care provider. The thesis presents

a generic

model for capturing information and processing the transactions based on the

inputs. For real-world applications,which are based on formal

specifications,

these inputs have to be studied in great details and be customized before they
can be implemented.
2.

Encryption of data using a uniform technique could be added to enhance the
security.

ó.

A health care informatics domain/application is not just patient centric. There
exists several other transactions that the patient use indirectly, hence such trans-

actions have to be recognized, studied and formally modelled before the imple-

mentation to make the application complete.
4.

Even though agent based system was not the focus of this thesis, the abundant

literature and the growing adoption of agent based systems in the health care
domain prompted us to mention about agents. The use of agents in this domain
is a potential research topic. Since, the medical records can be populated from
various database(s) of participating health care organizations, the use of agent
based systems is a likely candidate.

To conclude, this thesis offers an excellent platform for studying and specifying the
overall transactions in a health care domain.
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